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ABSTRACT 
The preliminary design and economic analysis of a low cost, pneumatically 
stabilized plastic film pOint focus solar concentrator are described. 
Potential applications for the concentrator'a~e in conjunct4~n with Brayton 
cycle engines or supply of thermal energy. The study objectives were (1) 
to develop a concentrator having maximum energy collection per unit cost, (2) 
investigate the related manufacturing, installation and maintenance methods 
and (3) predict the concentrator costs in mass production. The concentrator 
has a gore-formed, aluminized polyester parabolic reflector whose shape is 
stabilized by a slight vacuum. The reflector is mounted on a lightweight 
conical shell having a rear vacuum membrane. The reflector assembly is 
supported by a lightweight Z-axis tracking steel framework. The concen-
trator is -completely protected from wind and weather by a pneumatically 
stabilized clear plastic film enclosure. A sub-scale reflector was fab-
ricated and optically tested by laser ray traCing to determine focal 'de'/iations 
of the surface slope and best focal plane. These test data were then used 
for comparisons with theoretical concentrator performance modeling and pre-
dictions of full-scate design performance. Design concepts and plans for 
mass-production facilities and equipment, field installation. and maintenance 
.. 
were developed and used for cost analysis. Results of the economic study 
indicate the concentrator design will have low cost when mass-produced and 
has cost/performance parameters that fall within current 'Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory goals. 
,zu. 
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1.0 SUMMARY 
This report describes the preliminary design and evaluation of a pneu-
matically stabilized plastic film parabolic concentrator for use in a 
Brayton cycle system operating with a receiver temperature of 170Qo F. 
The concentrator has a 13 m diameter reflective surface made from metal-
lized film and stabilized with a small differential air pressure. A 
spherical ~nclosure made of a ,clear plastic film completely protects the 
concentrator and Brayton unit from the environment. 
A general gqal of this phase, the first of a three-phase project, 'Has to 
study the pneumatically stabilized plastic film concentrator concept to de-
velop a technical and economic basis for subsequent detailed design 
approach and implementation. Specific objectives of the project were to: 
o Optimize the concentrator design parameters for maximum 
solar energy collected per concentrator unit cost 
o Develop a preliminary design' 
o Investigate the manufacturing, installation, and maintenance 
of the concentrator 
o Predict the costs for mass production 
In Task I of the project, ~ para~eter,oPtimization study was conducted to 
define an initiijl optimum design configuration for the concentrator. Tnis 
design point, with a fixec enclosure and a reflector diameter of 13 m limited 
by shipping constraints, yielded high net useful energy per unit cost compared to a 
number of concepts having various reflector support and protection schemes. 
With JPL's co~currence this design concept was adopted as the baseline 
concentrator design satisfying the first project objective. 
The remaining Phase I project objectives were fulfilled with development 
of the preliminary concentrator design in a SLries of tasks: preliminary 
design, subscale reflector testing. performance analysis. production 
plant pl,anni"g. installation· studies, maintenance studies and economic 
analysi s_ 
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Preliminary Cesian 
A preliminary design was developed for a concentrator that can be ma~s­
produced'at low cost. The concentrator has a gore-fanned. aluminized 
polyester reflector which is supported by a conical shell and a 2-axis 
tracking steel framework. The reflector is stabilized by a slight vacuum 
f~rmed in the cavity between the reflector and a rear film membrane also 
supported by t~e conical Shell. 
Because of the light weight of the reflector and protection from wind 
'offered by the enclosure, the reflector's supporting framework is very 
light weight. Conventional components are utilized in the design of the 
structural, mechanical and electrical systems. For tracking control, low-
cost system and unit controller architectures were defined. Tracking is 
based on a closed JooP control law and uses a photosensor sun tracking unit 
and stepper motors for accurate tracking. 
The protective enclosure has,a 14.7 m diameter and is designed as a 
pressure stabilized clear plastic film structure employing Kynar (poly· 
vinylidene fluoride) which is inherently stable to ultraviolet 
radiation. Fabrication of the enclosure would be by an extension of current 
gore forming techniques. An access door in the enclosure is provided 
for maintenance of the concentrator. ~hile having a high material costl 
unit weight, the enclosure is an essential design feature to aChieving low 
overall concentrator weight and cos~ with high performance ;-n windy, dl..sty 
conditions. 
2 
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Subsea" P,eflector Test Program 
Feasibility of the pneumatically stabilized reflector W1S demonstrated by 
fabrication and testing of a 4.57 m diameter subsca1e model. SeI'!!ral 
fabrication fssues were resolved which allowed construction of the sub-
scale reflector using (l) simple vacuum-assisted lay-up tooling, (2) 
taped gore seams which were wrinkle-fre •• and (3) reflector installation 
technique that minimized edge mounting errors. The reflector mounting 
was accom!)l1shed by first pne'umatically stabi1fzing the reflector in a 
holding fixture then attaching the test edge ring which was smaller th~n 
the holding fixture. In this.manner. the majority of edge mounting re- . 
l~ted film buckles were outside of the active reflector area and could 
be trimmed awaYi a similar mounting technique would be used for rapid 
field reflector assembly. 
In testing the subseale reflector. a laser ray test procedure was used 
that involved compu~er-aided data acquisition and post-processing. Final 
testing collected laser/target intercept data at 72 angular positions 
(at 5°) and 24 radia1 points for a total of 1728 data points. 7hese data 
were analyzed tJ determine surface slope errors which were used for 
(1) comparisons with theoretical concentrator performance modeiing 
and (2) predictions for full-scale concentrator performance. 
Correlations of the surface slope quality with fabrication procedures were 
found; mishaps in reflector-to-ring mounting were particularly harmful 
to surface quality. 
Taking the "best quadrant" of the ref1ector and removing systemati"e 
radial deviations from a paraboloidal 5urface, resulted in a computed RMS 
surface slope error of 3.54 mrad Ja s~9nificant improvement over previous 
testing). For all 1728 test pOints and with systematic errors included. 
the surface quality was 7.S7 mrad RMS. Judging from tre results of this 
. 
single large reflector test, additional fabrication exp~rience and more 
sophisticated tOOling will result in surface quality near the BEC mass 
production goa 1. 
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Performance Analysfs 
A performance analysis for the full-scale concentrator was performed vsing 
the actual surface slopes of the above-mentioned "best quadrant", 3.54 mrad 
RMS test reflector. Based on the test data, and with 0 mrad tracking error 
the 13 m concentrator delivers 68 kW of net energy. (61 kW with all test 
data points consi~ered). For the deSi9" goals of 2 mrad for surface quality 
and t~ackfng .rrors, the concentrator delivers 71 kW at an optimum FlO of 
0.5 and aperture diameter of 0.288 m. 
Pl ant Des f.gn 
A plant des1gn was concefved for mass production ~f 100,000 concentrator units 
per year at a rate of 2.1 units per hour. operating at 2 shffts per day. Opera-
tional plans, workstation definition and tooling concepts and plant layout 
were developed from a study of mat~ lal flow and plant function ~solatfon 
zoning. 
Automated tooling concepts needed to realize the high ~roduction rate were 
deffned for three critical workstations: enclosure gore forming. refle~tor 
gore lay-up and ~oin;ng and ref'jector support shell panel fabricatio~. 
Most of the more conventional parts would be mad! from vendor-furnished 
items. 
An intl!grated automatic material s handling system was found to be 
essent'ial to achfeving high production rate at low cost. A key feature of thi~ 
system is the use of returnable shipping containers, ~hich flow through the 
plant. Two containers. shipped on a single truck trailer. would be needed f~r 
each concentrator. These containers would also provide temporary field storage 
. . 
prior to installation of the concentrators. 
The plant design study resulted in a facility having the following character-
istics: 732.500 sq. ft. floor are!, S41 million building and site cost (S56Ift2) 
and S25 million tooling and equipment cost (SJ4/ft2). 
4 
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Field Installation and Maintenance 
A preliminary field installation plan was developed that wi11 result in 
rapid assembly and .rection of factory pre-assembled conceh~.ator parts. 
A critical field operation is reflector assembly which is envisioned to 
be done on portable precision fixtur.s under shelter. Temporary shelter 
will be required during reflector and enclosure installation in windy con-
ditions. 
An analysis of maintenance requirements over a 30 year lifetime indicates 
washing of the enclosure will be a major life-cycle cost component followed 
by enclosure replacement programmed at lS years. Washing could be done with 
a mobile washing tr~ck traveling from field to field. Maintenance of the 
concentrator in the inflated enclosures would be done using portable 
servici equipment having air locks. 
Cost Analysis 
A cost analysis was performed to determine prOduction, field installations 
and maintenance costs. The concentrator's estimated selling price based 
on 1978 dollars is S7835 (S59/m2) FOB factory. Installed concentrator cost, 
including related construction sfte and equipment costs, is S9624 (S73/mZ). 
. 2 With 11fe cycle costs consider~d, the concentrator cost is 517.510 (S132/m ). 
Economic Analysis 
The resulting performance/cost for a life cycle cost including washing is 
0.004' kWth/S. This figure-or-merit would be improved 'llith any re-
duction of waShing and/or enclosure film cost whlcn are the major. portions 
of the total life maintenance cost. In terms of concentrator unit cost/ 
efficiency, the concentl tor has an installed cost/~ff;ciency ratio 'of 
S125.50/m2 for a reflector surface quality of 5.52 mr~c R~S (representing 
the full subseal. test reflector with $yst.matic errors removed) and 
Sl08.17/m2 for the 2 mrad RMS surface·design goa'. These ratings comparE 
favorably with JPL's goals for concentrator cvsts of S100 to lS0/m2(S'11 to 
157/m2 wh.n factored for ef-ficiene,) for 1982. 
5 
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Design Sensitivity A~alvsfs 
Olsign sensitivity ~tudfes were done to ver1fy the optimality of the base· 
linl concentrator '~ze. Cost data developed in Task t for \'arious con-
centrator shes \f.ere updated with the preliminary design cost data. The 
resulting level1zed bus bar energy costs, based on life cycle costs, show 
the cptimum concentrator diameter to he 13 m. Other ees1gn trades con-
ducted fndfcated the concentrator cost to be sensitive to Brayton unit 
weight, receiver operations temperature, and enclosure cost. In par~icular, 
success in current vendor research on i~herently stabilfzed polyester 
film would result in large concentr~tor cost sav1ngs. 
6 
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2.0 INTROOUCTION 
An dpproach to achieving significant cost reductions in point foc~s solar 
Inergy concentrators 1s the use of ultra-lightweight pneumatically stabi-
lized plastic film reflectors. This' re~ort describes a preliminary 
concentrator desfgn having a pneumatically st~b1liz.d plasti~ film re-
flteto" and .,rasents a" evaluation of tht desi.gn by subscale reflector 
testing and ~cor~mic analysis in a Brayton cycle system application 
with a receiver operating at 1700·F. 
The report summarizes work performed ~jI Beeing :ngineering and Construction 
(BEC) for the Jet Propulsion ~.a~'t;iratory (JPL) un,er JPL Contract 9552C9. 
This project is rr.anaged by J?L .~s !iart of a bro!d Depart":!!nt of Energy 
Program concerned with small so1ar-ther.r.al pewer systems for providing 
thermal and/or el!ctricai power. JPL's overall objectives guiding this 
~roject are directed towar' devele~ing high temperatur.t point focus1ng 
concentrator· technology with a ~~jor emph~s;s on low cost in lar;e 
quantity production. 
The SEC concentrator design concept, shown in Figure 2.0-'. is based 
on a paraboloidal reflective surface consisti~9 of a thin. meta',ized 
plastic film which is support~d on a conical s~ell and stabilized with 
a sma" differential pressure between the enclosure and a cavity behind 
the reflector. The fil~ is fabr;ca~ed in a shape c'osely approximating 
the desired paraboloid; f1n~1 shaping is accomplished with the ~ressure. 
ihe reflector assembly is support~d by a structural steEl ~r!m~work 
~hich is gimballed for azimuth-elevation sun tracking. ihe co~centr!tor 
is placed in a clear piastic film enclosure which is adopted ~rcm SEC's 
heliostat programs. The enclosure is an essential des1~n feature that 
protects the concentritor from the environment (wind loads, precipitation, 
dust, hail. etc.', 
7 
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Potential advantages of the design concept include: 
Q Lightweight structure which minimizes material cost. 
minimum drive system loads and costs 
a Minimum amount of close tolerance structure 
a Environmental protection for the reflective surface and 
Brayton unit 
o 
a 
Elimination of wind-induced distortions of the concentrator 
Convex outer surface of the enclosure which should remain 
cleaner than a concave concentrator and maintain higher 
performance between cleanings. 
o Simple foundation 
The design concept draws on much of the design studies, materials evalu-
ations, and proceSSing experience gained in Boeing's work on the ERDA/DOE 
heliostat de'/elopment programs. In particular, the b!sic conceptual design. 
analYSis methods a~d test procedures for the reflector were developed in a 
recent BEC program for Sandia Laboratories under Mr. M. W. Edenburn's 
direction (Ref. 3). 
The report is divided in sections that correspond to the Phase I task 
activities. Section 3.0 gives a summary of work don~ in Task I Parameter 
Optimization work, Task II Concentrator Preliminary DeSign, and Task III 
Interface Requirements. Section 4.0 presents a subseale reflector test 
program done in conjunction with the preliminary deSign development. The 
. 
results of concentrator performance analysis are given in Section S.O. 
Task IV Assessment of Production Imple~entation studies are described in 
Section 6.0. As part of the Task II preliminary design evaluation, design 
sensitivity studies were conducted and are reported in Section 7.0 Con-
clusions from the Phase I activities are given in Section 8.0. 
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3.0 CONCENiRATOR DESIGN 
The design requirements, interface requirements, design concept studies, 
preliminary design and design analysis are described in Sections 3.1 
through 3.6. 
3.1 Design Requirements 
The concentrator design was governed by design requirements furniShed by 
JPL. These requirements are given in (1) JPL Document OM 512142, Exhibit II, 
Design Req'ts. Specification-point Focusing Concentrator (preliminary), 
10 February 1979 and (2) JPL Letter, G.E. Saunders to E. J. Valley (BEC), 
dated 12 January 1979. In general terms, the deSign requirements are the 
basis of the following criteria for concentrator design: 
o Mass-producible at low cost 
o Maximum kWth/S 
o Configuration suitable for a wide range of Brayton receiver/ 
engine units 
0 30 year life 
0 Survive environmental extremes 
0 Full 2-axis tracking capability 
0 Fail-safe operation 
o' High reliability 
0 Easily serviced 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT' Fn.MED 
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3.2 Design Parameter Optimum Study (Task I) 
This section presents a brief review of the design configuration studies 
conducted in Task I. The configuration variables that are important to 
the development of a low cost pneumatically stabil ized film concentrator 
were identified as: 
o Reflective surface stabilization method 
Vacuum 
Positive pressure 
o Reflector ca'lity clOSeout type 
Separate 
Integral with enclosure 
o Receiver/engine interface 
Enc1 osed 
Partially enclosed 
Exposed 
o Enclosure configuration 
Separate or fixed 
Integral or rotating 
Each of these variables, singly or in combination, were studied in Task I 
to arrive at the design concepts shewn in F.igures 3.2-1 to -4. 
Concept 1 shown in Figure 3.2~1 has a lenticular enclosure permitting the 
concentrator to be feathered in high winds to reduce survival wind load re-
quirements. Investigations showed. the shape would be subjected to high 
lift and gimbal moments 'Nhile operating duri!'l'] normal '.·tir.ds. T"1fs configura-
tion has a double transmittance loss through the enclosure. The latter 
problem is eliminated in Concept 2, Figure 3.2-2, but some lift and gimbal 
moment remains for operation in normal winds. The near spherical enclosure 
of Concept 3, Figure 3.2·3, eliminates the lift and high loads for the sur-
vival wind condition. Finally, Concept 4 shown in Figure 3.2-4 completely 
eliminat!s the wind loads from the concentrator, at the expense of more 
difficult access and the need for the intake/exhaust ducting . 
12 
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A comparison given in Table 3.2-1, of the configuration candidates with re-
spect to cost-effectiveness, reliability, producibility and state-of-the-art 
(readiness) indicated t'.vo concepts were leading candidates. They are differ-
entiated by thefr enclosure types: a rotating spherical enclosure and a 
fixed spherical enclosure (referred to as' lI rotating" or "fixed"). 
The parametric design studies in Task I proceeded with balanced comparative 
studies of the fixed and rotating enclosure concepts; these studies involved 
conceptual design, fabrication, installation, and maintenanc~ studies and 
performance/cost analysis. A ~ummary of the performance/cost trades for the 
candidate concentrator concepts appears in Figure 3.2-5. 
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T,bl. 3. 2·1. Conc,pt Companion 
No. t No.2 
Lowest Good 
(2 T'" 
Highest Nta, highest 
(Orive loads' 
Lowln 
Low., 
(Gimbllind 
drive loeds) 
Good 
Current 
Lower 
Good 
Good 
Ne., lowest 
Next best I 
(Gimbal loads) I 
Good 
Currl/It .. 
Best· t 
Higher 
Lowest 
Best 
Best 
(Comple" 
rOlection) 
Slightly lower, 
(Full spherel 
No. lal1d No.4 ,.Iectad for Ivaluatlon 
As shown in Figur~ 3,2-5, the performance/cost figure-or-merit for beth 
enclosure concepts falls off at the larger concentrator diameters. This 
is due primarily to increased costs for (l) yoke structure, (2) increased 
field assembly costs, and (3) ~nclosure replacement, The rotating concept 
has an ~verall lower value and more rapid fall-off for the figure-of ·merit 
because of wind load effects on yoke weight. Note that effects of wind-
induced yoke deflect~ons are not fncluded in the performance parameters; 
if considered, the rotating enclosure would have even lower relative figures-
of-merf t •. 
Based on the figure-of-merit data developed in Task I, the optimum concen-
tration concept has a fixed enclosure and will have a large siz~. The con-
centrator diameter recommended for the following Task rr preliminary desi9~ 
was then selected to be 13 m. At this diameter, the concentrator appeared 
to offer near maximum k~th/S and reaches the limits for reflector and en- . 
closure shipping configurations that allow shipment without spec.ia1 permits . 
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3.3 Selected Design Conceot 
The design concept selected for the baseline preliminary design as a result 
of the Task I studies is illustrated in Figure Z.O-l. ihis design is 
characterized by: 
o Fixed. enclosure diameter 
o Reflector diameter 
o FlO 
o Receiver aperture diameter 
o Reflector surface slope quality goal 
o Tracking system accuracy goal 
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3.4 INTERFACE REqUIREMENTS 
Design of the interfaces between the LCPFC and the receiver/power conver-
sion unit is based on the following requirements: 
3.5 
o Receiver/PCU space envelope is 32 in. diameter x 43 in. long 
o Receiver/peU combined weight is 825 lbs. 
o Recei~er/PCU support ring is a C5 x 10.5 char.nel 
o iemperature of the PCU exhaust gas is 416°F 
o PCU supply/exhaust lines are sized for a mass flo~ 0'0.533 
lb/sec with a total pressure drop of 1.6 in. W.c. (.045 psi.t 
o peu supply/exhaust lines are 6 in. pipes with band type clamps 
o Receiver/FeU power and instrumentation cables are attached to 
concentrator structural components 
CONCENTRATOR PREL I1HNARY DESIGN 
Major components of the LCPFC system are shown in Figure 3.5-1 and consist 
of the following assemblies: 
o Reflector assembly-section 3.5.1 
o Structural/mechanical assemblies-section 3.5.2 
o Enclosure-section 3.5.3 
o Pneumatic systems-section 3.5.4 
o Control system-section 3.S.5 
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. Reflector Assembly 
Truu a"lmbly 
The reflector assembly consists of a pneumatically stabilized plastic 
film reflector, a conic~l reflector support shell and a rear p~astic 
film vacuum membrane. Reflector stabilization is achieved with a vacuum 
of nominally 0.0037 psi and in this condition the ref'e~tor assembly 
can be safely handled during field installation. As shown in Figure 3.5.1-1. 
four attachment points are provided to mount the assembly on the concentrator 
truss. ihe following describes the reflector assembly components in more 
deta i 1. 
3.5.1·1 Reflector 
The ref1ector is assembled from 18 20G gore sections and is designed 
to be wrinkle-free at a nominal stabilization pressure of 700 psi. At this 
pressure lev~l, the maximum film stress is 700 psi. and occurs in the circumferential 
direction at the perimeter. Based on testing done in a Sandia Laboratories 
Contract (Ref. 3), a 20° gore configuration is a good'ccmpromise be-
tween minimizing surface errors related to f1at gore facets and lay-up 
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costs. The reflector is designt: with a FlO of 0.5 to give good per-
formance. as discussed in Section 5.0. with a ccmpact enclosure. Also, 
at this FlO, the reflector can be easily rolled on a mandrel for shipping. 
At the reflector's perimeter, a thermoplastic adhesive would be used to 
attach the reflector to the support shell in the field using special tooling, 
discussed in Section 6.2. 
The reflector seam configuration is a butt-type joint having adhes;ve splicing 
tape on both sides. A tape thickness of Z mil and width of 0.5 inch are 
believed to be adequate frem strength considerations. One polyester tape 
product. having a pressure-sensitive acrylic adhesive. Permacel··ZS5, 
was used in the sub-scale reflector and was found to have impressive 
adherence. As part of a follow~on detail design program, adhesive studies 
will be done to insure taped ~eams wi" have the requisite lO-year life. 
Thermoplastic adhesives, slJ\:.h as offered by Sheldahl, will.also be con-
sidered for reflector seams. One pote~tial'problem as~ociated with heat 
sealing is heat shrinking of the reflector film which may produce surface 
errors. 
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The ref1QctivI ~il~bater1al is specified to be a UV stabilized aluminized 
polyester fil~ with !n ant1ox1dation coat1ng (first surface reflector). 
The weatherab1lity of the reflector is e~pected to be good by virtue of the 
metalized side protecting the polymer substrate from the ultrav101et solar 
radiation and the clean, dry environment inside the protective enclosure. 
Further, the mechanical loading on the film is approximately an order of 
magnitude below the film's yield point; a substantial margin even if de· 
gradation with time did occur. 
However, because of the desirability of long life (30 years) and its associated 
economy in labor and materials, development work has be!n und!r~ay to 
assure long term stability of properties. Samples of aluminized ~ylar were 
enclosed in Tedlar envelopes and exposed on a rack at Albuquerque. New 
Mexico for 16 months. The frontside of the samples were south facing and 
the backside shaded from the sun. At the end of the 16 months the following 
degradation was observed: 
Property ~ Loss 
Reflectivity 1.4 
Yield Strength 0 
Ultimate Strength B 
Ultimate Elongation 16 
The data suggests the materia' would be servieable for at leQ~t several 
years. however. it is not known how the degradation mechanisms vary with 
time and exposure (linear. inere!sing or decreasing rate. etc.'. This 
has led to a Boeing Plastic Fi1m Industry cooperative program aimed at 
increasing reflector film life. 
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Tlbl, 3.5.'-' lists the materials Ind respective suppliers for candidates re-
ceived for test. To the right. in the appropriate columns. are shown the 
specular reflectances taken on the Boeing bi-direction,l ref1ectometer at 
O.lS~ cone angle with a 63'3 nanometer wavelength "uree. As Cil.''1 be seen. '& 
variety of fi1m processors are represented. The reflectance's, of course. 
general1y higher as the cone angle is increased from 0.15' upwar'd. It should 
be noted that the values in the table have been ~dju$ted upward by about 
3 percent to convert to integrated solar spe,u1tr reflectance (air mass 2). 
T,bl.l5. ,.,. Clndid,r. R,fI.crof Film 
Specular renectance 
•. 150 con. Ingl. 
No overcoat ! Overcolt.d , 
Aluminized (National Metalizing) .89 
Myllr C - Aluminized .91 
(Nltionll Metllizing) I 
Myllr C - Aluminized (Dunmore) .89 
M.linex 442 - Aluminiz.d (Dunmore) .86 :79 
Melinex "0" - (U/V stlbilized) -
.81 
Aluminized (Martin Processing) 
Melinex "0" - Aluminind .88 .69 I (Monnl'l Chemical) 
Polyest.r - (U/V nabilind) -
MetilliZid (Celt) 
Silvlrized .91 .90 
Aluminized .oa 
The protective coated material supplied by National Metalizing was improved 
in two iterations from a reflectivity of .71 to .89 {at 633 nm waveler.gth}. 
This compares with reflectivity of .91 f~r an unprotected aluminized surf!ce 
at the same wavelength. 
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uunmor. provided Mylar 0 in e.rlfer rfsearch and it was seen to have a 633 nm 
r.flectanci of 0.89 for the preslnt Iffort, thlY provided candidates of over-
coated and uncoated aiJminized M.,fnex 442. As seen in the table, the reduction 
in specular re'f'it.ctance due to thc'overcoating was 0.01. an unacceptable loss. 
Melinex "0" provided by Martin Processing exhibited & large amount of scattering 
process and tts effect on the surface quality of the substrate. Late in the 
program. Morton Chemfcal provided ~'umfn1zed polyester with and wftncut over-
coating for evaluation. Tlst r.sults were a 633 nm r,fllctance of 0.88 without 
t'v!rcoating, and 0.69 with overcoating. Further fterations may improve the low 
value'obtained for overcoated material. Aluminized polyester with overcoat1ng 
and silvered pollester with and without overcoatfn~s were provided by Optical 
Coatfng L!boratorl. The overcOlted aluminize~ material had low reflectivity 
It all cone angles and was not a viable candidate as receive1. The overcoated 
silvered material had comparable reflectance to the best aluminized specimQns 
eva 1 uated thus far. 
Accelerated simulated sunlight exposure tests were performed on s~'ected 
specimens. The purpose of this testing was to evaluate resistance of pro-
tective coatings to UV. The testing was quite severe because of the spee:ra' 
mismatch beeween the simulator and real sunl;~ht in wavelengths of high 
senSitivity for polyesters. No attemp.t was made to rehte exposure time 
under the simulator with equivalent real time under sunlight. The samples 
submitted for test did not generally have acceptable reflectivities, but 
were exposed primarily to eval~ate the coatings. 
Generally, the reflectances rema~ned constant, wn1le the mechanical ~roperties 
dropped with exposure. The tests revealed no optical d~gr;dat1on of the 
metalized surface, ~ut did substanti.te the need for substrtte protection 
from the ultraviolet. 
Sase~ ::~~n the infttal and accelerated UV data, samples of National Meealizing 
and Oell overco!ted materials were selected for real time and accelerated 
exposure testfng fn the desert .. Although the Dunmore material reflectivity 
was lower than cesired, its survival to the acceierated UV test exposure ~as 
good. All sampl" have been enclosed in weltherable polyester "bIl9s" to 
simulate the protecti~' they would receive in a protective enc1osure. 
rne bag material uad ~as Martin Processing ~e!t."erab1e poiyester ,(Melinex "0"). 
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At tne time of this report. data WIS not yet ava~lab'e from the desert testing. 
Based upon initial test results. accelerated UV tests and materfal avail.-
b111ty, the reflective film product of'ferld by National Metal1zing would,be 
favored for near-term hard'.o/are applications. 
The 3M Company hiS recently announced an aluminized polyester film hiving 
an acrylic overcCltfng (product number YS-9l). This prod~~t has shown 
promise in real tim. and accelerated testing and will soon be evaluated 
by BEC. It is IVli1able in both roll widths of 52 in. Ind tlpe w1'ths. 
'The later product, called Front Side Seaming Tape, is mlde with I high 
Shear contact adhesive and is a candidate material for l~~ refl.'tor 
gere seams. 
3.5.1.2 Rut' Plastic Film Vacuum Membrane 
ine rear vacuum membrane would be fabricated from polyester ff~m; UV pro-
tection would be provided by either UV stabilization similar to the re-
fle~tor or by surface cl~dding with UV screening material. The membrane 
shape needs to be approximately spherical to minimize film stress and 
will require f!wer sores th~n the reflector 1ay-up. 
3.S.1.3 Reflector Suo~ort Shell 
The reflector support shell consists of a conica~ shell with roll·fnrmed 
aluminum upper and lower edge rfngs. An alvminum faced, kraft paper honey-
comb sanewich cor.str~ct1on is used for the shell panels. Secause of light 
lo~din9, the sandwich faces are 0.007 in. alumfnum and the core is 0.5 in. 
thick ana is a minimum weight commercial 1rade product (2.3 pef phenolic 
treated kraft paper., C.3iS in. cell s1:e). The honeycomb sandwich would be 
bonded wi th low-cos tone-part adhes i ves (such as Morton's MOR·I.O 336 ure:hane) 
as are useJ in the recreational vehicle industry. Structural analySiS of 
the reflector support shell was performed to determine stresses and de-
flections and is dfscussed in Section 3.6.1. 
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3.5.2 STRUCTURAL/MECHANICAL COMPONENTS 
Structural/mechanical components of the concentrator are shown in Figure 3.5-1 
and are described in the following sections: 
o Truss beam assembly, including drive system for elevation 
positioning (section 3.5.2.1) 
o Yoke beam assembly, including drive system for azimuth positioning 
(section 3.5.2.2) 
o Receiver/PCU and counter weight support rings (section 3.5.2.3) 
o· Foundation (section 3.5.2.4) 
o Electrical/piping interface skid (section 3.5.2.5) 
3.5.2.1 TRUSS BEA,"1 ASS t:r1B L Y 
The truss beam assembly sho':," in Figure 3.5.2.1-1 provides structural 
support and elevation positioning for the receiver/PCU, counter weight 
and reflector assembly. 
Truss beams are open web equilateral triangle structures with chords of 
3/4 in. o. d. tubinq and continuous cross bracing~ Cross bracing is 1/2 in. o.d. 
tubing elec~rically 'fielded to the chord members. The truss beams are 
fabricated in sections for ease of handling and employ, a double bolted 
jOint for joining sections on site. Figure 3.5.2.1-2 shows a cross section 
of truss beam and a truss joint. 
End plates with welded on end stubs and double bolted'joints are used to 
join the truss beams that make up. the truss beam assembly. Figure 3.5.2.1-3 
shows the interface of the truss beam assembly 'flith the yoke box beam. 
1 1/2 in. o,d. hollow shaft; are welded into the truss beam assemoly'and plates 
.and are supported by Morse SF series ball bearings. The bearings are 
sized to support the radial and thrust loads imposed by the truss beam 
assembly and are fully self-aligning. Elevation drive for the truss 
beam assembly is provided at one shaft by a Superior Electric Mo 93 
ste"pping motor and Morse 266 speed reducer mounted on the yoke box 
beam as shown in Figure 3.5.2.1·3. A preciSion rotary potentiometer 
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Figure 3.5.21-1. Truss Beam Assembly 
is connected to the other shaft to provide positioning feedback to the 
elevation control system. A 3/16 in. aircraft cabie bet'tleen the two 
shafts p~events lateral spreading of the truss beam assembly ~t the bearing 
points. 
PCU supply/exhaust air pipes and instrumentation/power cables are attached 
to and supported by the truss beam structure. 
3.5.2.2 YOKE 8E.~~ ASSEMBLY 
The yoke beam assembly provides structural support and azimuth positioning 
for the truss beam assembly. 
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Yoke beams are open web box beam structures with chords of 1 1/4 in. 
equal leg angles joined together by continuous 1/2 in solid rod Z cress 
braCing on top and bottom and 1/2 in. solid rod V cross bracinQ on the sides. 
The cross bracing is electrically welded to the chord angles. The yoke 
beam assembly is 10 in. x 14 in. at the bottcm bearing·point tapering to 
10 in. x 10 in~at the interface with the truss beam assembly. Yoke 
beams are fabricated in sections and jot ned together on site with a bolted 
splice plate as shown in Figure 3.5.2.2-1. 
ORIGINAL PAGE l~ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Yoke box beam 
Vi.w 1A 
PCU 
Air pipe Yoke joint 
Figure 3.5.22·1. Yok, Details 
The yoke beam assembly is supported on a Keene K series turntable bearing 
sized for the thrust and moment loads imposed by the yoke. The yoke 
beam assembly is secured to the inner race of the bearing which is free 
to rotate. The outer bearing race is fixed to the concrete foundation 
by anchor bolts. fzimuth pOSitioning is accomplished through a stepping 
motor/gear reducer taunted in the yoke structure as she ... ," in Figure 
3.5.2.2-2. The gear reducer spur gear engag.es exteri-or gear teeth in 
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Figure 3.5.2.2·2. Yoke Searing & Azimuth Drive 
the outer bearing race providing the driving force for positioning. A pre-
cision rotary potantionmeter is connected to the gear reducer shaft to 
proviae posititining feedback to the azimuth 'control 'system. 
, , 
,PCU supply/exhaust air pipes and instrumentation/power cables are attached 
to and supported by the yoke beam structure. 
RECEIVER/PCU SUPPORT RING 
The receiver/PCU support ring provides the interface be~~een the receiver/PCU 
and the truss~ The support ring is a C6 x 10.5 channel formed to an in-
side diameter of 32 inches with the flange pointi~g out. The support 
ring is joined to the truss beam assembly by a bolted joint as she ... /n in 
Figure 3.5.2.3~1. 
A similar support ring containing a concrete weight is attached to the 
opposite side or the truss beam to-counter balance the receiver/PCU. 
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Figure 3.5.23-1. Rtc~iver/PCU Suppon Ring 
The foundation. supports the yoke beam asserllbly, provides a structural 
attachment for the enclosure and anchors th~ enclosure against moment 
and uplift wind loads. The foundation is a reinforced concrete slab-
. on-grace 6 in thick and 29 ft. in diameter. A 1/4 x 6 in. steel ring 
integrated with the slab reinforCing steel is used as an outer form during 
concrete placement. The ring is then used as a clamping plate for the 
enclosure film and clamp as shown in Figure 3.5.2.4-1. 
A door frame is 'Nelded to the clamping plate on the north side of the 
enclosure and a sheet steel door provides access to the inside of the 
enclosure. To prevent loss of enclosure air during ingress, pro'visions 
f~: for attaching an air lock are incorporated into "the door frame design., 
,,,,' 
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Figure 3.5. 2.4·~. Foundation & Enci';slJre Artachment 
Electrical/Pioing Interface S(id 
ihe electrical/piping interface skid shown in Figure 3.5.2.5-1 contains' 
the enclosure air pressure system, electrical interface panels and PCU 
pipe terminations. The skid is located outside the enclosure for ease of 
access and maintenance. 
A filtering system for enclosure afr contains a pleated pre-filter rated 
at S5;~ efficiency and aMine Safety Appliance final-filter rated at 99.97~ 
efficiency. With normal' atmospheric dust conditions, the filters wil' 
trap approximately 1 lb. of dirt per year. A set of loulers is located at 
the air intake to prevent ~1J~sture from impinging upon t,1e filters. A 
power interface panel and"an instrumentation interfac~ panel are providad 
for termination of electrical wiring and for location of the concentrator 
drive controls. Provisions for rer;~ote adjuStmenT: and monitoring of con-
. trol system functions are located in these panels. 
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Parasitic power comsumotion of controls, drive motors and air pressurization 
systems are shown in Table 3.5.2.5-1. Maximum power consumption for these 
systems is less than'l~ of the concentrator generative capacity. 
Table 3.5.2.5-1 
Air Blower 
Unit Con troll er 
Stepper Motors (2) 
Solenoid Valves (2) 
Total 
Parasitic Power 
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3.5.3 Enclosure 
The enclosure is designed as a spherical, pneumatically stabilized, singl! 
wall plastic film structure. The spherical shape is select~d to minimize 
enclosure surface area and membrane loads (i.e. film thickness and cost) 
without restricting movement of the concentrator, as shown in Figure 3.5.3-1. 
Near the base of the enclosure, the shape may deviate from a true spherical 
shape to provide a smooth transition to the foundation perimeter. 
DeSign of the enclosure is governed by static and dynamic pressure loads, 
matarial selection. and fabrication method' (thermoformed vs. gor!-formed). 
The following discussion treats material selection and enclosure deSign 
features; structural analysis and fabrication are discussed in Sections 3.6.1 
and 6.1.4 respectively. 
-+-Section B4 
\ 
Vi.w AS 
AS EI,vllion vi.w 
Figufl 3.5.3·1. Enclosu(, Configuration 
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A side seam is provided on the north side of the enclosure; this is re-
quired to allow (1) removal of the enclos~re from a rigid fabrication 
mandrel and (2) installation in the f1el~ over a completed concentrator. 
The seam is a hook-and-loop type for ease of field assembly; the seam 
would be permanently fastened in the field by heat sealing. 
An access door would be installed in the fie·ld to permit subsequ·~t 
maintenance operations using air locks. The door is a pre-fabricated 
unit made from galvanized steel. The door is secured to a light-
weight steel door jamb which is attached to the enclosure .. ~ rope-type 
bead at the enclosure's e~ge is retained by a continuous clamp at the founda-
tion edge to anchor the enclosuri. 
In previous work at Boeing, a plastiC film industry search was conducted for 
purposes :~ determining an opt~mum enclosure material in terms of specular 
transmittance, mechanical strength and weatherability. Fourteen companies 
were visited, several others were contacted by telephone. Ten companies 
participated by provid11"1~ ··.am.,le materials and data where available. 
As sample materials were received, they were screen tested to determine 
applicability to our solar collector needs. M~,ro tensile coupons were cut 
and tested for ultimate strength, yield strength and ultimate elongation. 
(per ASTM 0170a). Specular transmittance was measured on a Beckman DK-2A 
spectrophotometer with integrating sphare within an acceptance cone angle 
of 0.5°, as a function of wavelength frem 250 to 2500 nanometers. Samples 
showing promise were' exposed to accelerated ultra-violet (UV) radiation 
testing for purposes of ranking materials according to their UV stability. 
Due to the lack of real time weatherability data and the ina?ility to correlate 
accelerated UV test data with real UV life, selected samples were installed 
on racks at the Oesert SunShine Exposure Test Facflity near Phoenix. Arizona 
to receive outdoor exposure. Samples were mounted on south facing racks, 
tilted at 45° and on sun tracking rack~, equipped with multipl~ mirrors 
that provide a suns exposure (E~). Coupons are removed periodically and 
returned to the laboratory for optical and mechanical testing. At the time 
of this writing, 3 month and 5 month exposure data were available. 
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Table 3.5.3-1 shows the loss in optical and mechanical properties for the 5 candi-
dates ifter 6 months on the 45' rack. which most closely simulates real time 
exposure. and after 6 months exposure on the ~~. a~MA data will eventually 
be used to predict material life. after the acceleration factor has been 
determined. 
8 month dlgradation. " 
Rial tim' (1 ",,,) Cl> Acell.racad (8 auns) fl> 
Ultimata Yi.ld I Spec. Ultimate Yilld I Spte. 
Mate,ial identification mlnqth strength Elongation tnnl. nr.ngth Itr.ngth . ElongDtion tran •. 
Kynar - 'Innwatt .. 0 0 I 2 8 0 0 2 
T.dl" - DuPont 8 .. 17 3 13 2 14 . 6 
Melin ... ·D 
- Martin Proulling 28 17 56 0 72 78 90 39 
Polvclrbonltl 
- Cryo¥1C 24 10 39 e 25 7 94 52 
PolYlller 
- Nltiona' Mltalizing 38 9 88 0 80 100 97 35 
I 
I 
I 
Pltra A j - Alli.d Chemical 40 IS 98 11 100 100 100 
!l> Fi.,d. south facing. 450 rick 
ra> Ellullorill mount with mirror. for ICClllncion (EMMA) 
Table 3.5.3-2 shows the. fluorocarbons •. Kynar and Tedlar. to be superior in 
weather resistance. Examination of the real time data reveals that while 
other materials may hold up well optically. the degradation in mechanical 
properties is more severe than the fluorocarbons. In addition, the fluoro-
carbons showed little or no property loss in the accelerated exposure (8~1A). 
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If one we e to s1mpiy assume an acceleration factor of 8 (8 suns 
for 1 year-l sun for 8 years) the data snown in tne accelerated oata column 
would correspond to an equivalent 4 years of 1 sun exposure. Experience has 
sho'Nn this assumption to be invalid, however, as different materials show 
varying sensitivity to acceleration of exposure·. The conclusions to be 
arawn about the last four ma~erials in the table are that ~!ther the materials 
~ave a relJt1vely short UV life or the acceleration factors are much larger 
than for fluorocarbons. It is possible that the rea' time degrada-
tion will level off after the large initial values observed in the first 
. 
5 months. Fo~ this reason the real time testing of all mate~ial~ will continue. 
Accelerated testing will be continued on the fluorocarbons only, since all 
others have shown damage that renders them impossible to test. 
Kynar, which is a polyvinylidene fluoride, shows the most prom1s, of all 
materials in terms of weatherability and transmittance at this time. While 
its cost per pound is higher than polyesters, it is likely that ;t~ longer 
life will compensate. Work on polyester stabilization is still being pursuc~ 
however, and testing of potential candidates will be performed as they be-
come available. 
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3.5.4 PNEUMATIC SYSit~ 
The pneumatic system supplies/exhausts air to maintain inflation air 
pressures within the enclosurt and re~1ector cavities. Air pressure is 
controlled as shown 1~ Figure 3,S.4·1 !~d as fallows: 
Atlnolphermic 
lit PI"''''' 
Oi fI."n till 
P'"'''' control 
Indo,,,,,. 
,i,plIu",r, 
RlfI.ctor 
ai, pr'U",r, 
OiU,rntiOI 
prlu",a 
C:lnltnl 
(ncto",r. 
.i,pr",,,,ra 
r--~---_ ... J ,. ____ .~ ___ J 
• I 
fronl 
I I 
Supply Ii, 1 I 
Chack ."lIvI! I 
co .ndol,,'. II I 
Ai, ftom • .... ! . $4..pply ,ir 
,nelos""a I lo"flector 
btl.ust'iit 
,.....--- from .nclo",,1 
'rl"'", 
"Ii" .".,.", 
No,m,lIy clONd .J 
adlnoid .", • ." r - -
I E .. h',,11 ,i, 
: ,. to rellector 
lollnOld .".1.", 
,ndotur, --_ ... 
l~. Norm,lIy cloud 
From 
1IIIIctOt 
[: EndOI"" lir con trol. I ( RlfI,ctor 'i, cont,ol. I 
Fig",.. 3.5.4-1. Air PrlSsur;Zltion Conrrol Sch,mlria 
Enclosure Air 
A Rotron spiral regenerative blower rated at 80 CFM, 10 in. of 'llater, and 
530 WHts is controlled by a Owyer dl.:'~erential pressure switch sensing 
atmospheric and enclosure air pressure. When the enclosure afr pressure 
is below set point the pressure switch starts the blewer and lir ;s de-
livered to the enclosure through a pressure activated check valve. When 
enclosure pressure reaches set point, the blower stops. When enclosure 
air pressure is above set point. air is exhaus~ed to the at~osphere by 
a pressure activated relief valve. 
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Reflector Air 
On a call for increased pressure be~~een tne reflector cavity and the en-
closure. a Dwyer differential pressure switch, sensing reflector air 
pressure Ind tnclosur. air pressure, opens a normally closed solenoid 
valve to allow air from the enclosure to pressurhe tne reflectc);" cavity. 
On a call for decre.,ed pressure betweell the reflector cavity and the 
en~losure, tht differential pressure switch opens a normally closed so1enoid 
valve and allows reflector air to be exhausted to the atmosphere. 
3.S.s Control System 
ihe control system concept se'ected for the col'ector is based on micro-
processor ttchnology. A microproclssor cased system lends itself WIll to 
providing a "sun traCKing" capability and the ex~ansion for controlling 
other components of an energy collection syste~. Other advartages tre: 
1) low power consumption 
~ 2) compact packagi n9 
'" # 3) 'ow production cost 
4) easy modification of operational parameters 
5) simple interfacing with a datt aquis;~1on system 
In a typical installation, t~e control ~ys:em' s primary functions aloe to: 
1) position the collectors toward t~e sun, 
2} reposition the collectors and sound a warning in case of f!ilur~. 
3) contro' the system during star:·up. 
~r;mary components of the entire sun tracking control system are 1centifi!d 
in Figure 3.S.S·1, they are the ~vstem control1er, unit controller, pho:o-
sensor, servo·pots, drive motors, and interconnecting serial data buss!!. 
Genera' control system architecture is shown in Figure 3.5.5-2 along ·~ith 
the respective functions of the system and unit cont~ollers. 
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Buffer amplilier--~,e::..---~ 
s"I\SQr line 
Unit <:ontroll.r---
in conc:entratOr 
equipm."t ~bi"et 
Azimuth cJrt'~e 
Elevatiun 
drive 
Sy, •• m bus _--.;.. ..... -----------------..... To system controller 
Figure 3.5.5- T. Tracking Sysrem Coinponents 
To other 
unit <:ontrollers 
.System t I 
con troller Uni t (one per 1+'--------~----.+j·1 controll.r 
I 
.' 
Solar 
colle<:tor 
~_.;Jssv ,-=~s.;.;te:.:.m~I:........I I 
• Providi .. overall system monitoring. 
initial Jlignment. and fault iSOlation 
• U:lU triple·redundant processors and 
control logic 
• Communicates over mutipl. serial 
~usses to unit <:ontrollers 
.• Provides inrerfaca to central power 
system controller 
• Proyides ind.apendent collec:or control 
• Uses both photownsors and solar 
calculations to perform tracking 
• Has twO processon wi th lome redundancy 
• Has self checking capabilicy 
• Provides olf·li"e control for alignment 
and maintenanc:e 
Figure 3.5.$2 Tracking System Architect'.)re 
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System Controller 
The system controller architecture is illustrated in Figure 3.5.5-3. The 
. architecture utilizes triple redundancy; that is. there are three independent 
microcomputer systems working in parallel. The outputs of the micro-
computers. are combined in a majority logic network before being transmitted 
to the unit controllers. 
Vertical busS4!S to unit CQntrollotrs -----1-------.. 
Majority logic and bus transceivers 
. . f M;''''~m."' .. Microcomputer C 
r--------t-- ------l 
I G I UAi' I ,......-S-: .... I~-~t--, ~I_- To floppy disk or 
I t 
Figure 3.5.5-3. System Controller 
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Each microcomputer consists of a microprocessor, RAM, a serial interface 
(UART), ROM and PROM. The ROM holds the system control progra~, and the 
PROM holds coefficient data which can change from system to system and from 
year to ye~r, such as solar ephemeris d4ta. On one of the three microcomputers 
there is provision for a secondary storage device controller. The controller 
provides an interface to memory devices such as magnetic bubble memories or 
floppy disks. These devices can be used to store system parameters, fault 
location tables, and other system information. 
There is also a serial interface on the same microcomputer board '.-ihich permits 
connection to an on-site terminal, or to a modem, .::- :cth. ihe mocem allows re-
mote monitoring of the system controller from a centra1 station via standard 
telephone lines. 
The added cost of having the triple redundancy in the system is small when 
compared with the overall system cost and the cost of the possible down-
time in a system without redundancy. The cost of one of the redundant 
microcomputers is expected to be approximateTy $500, with the total system 
cont!oller cost (including a disk, terminal and other electronic~) being 
$5,000. A less sophisticated system controller (without data storage) is 
estimated to have a distributed unit cost of S~O fer a fi~ld of 50 concentrators. 
Unit Controll er 
The unit controller ,Figure 3.5.5-4} provides detailed control of each indi-
vidual collector. Specifically, the unit controller functions are: 
a) Track the sun USing photosansors 
b) Calculate the sun position using solar equationi 
c) Position the collector via azimuth and elevation stepping motors 
(2-axis controls) 
d) Monitor possible fault conditions at the collector, such as over-
heating 
e) Communicate with the system controller 
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8 
CUll 
microcomputtrs 
(Me 6801\ 
2 rt'erenea 
sensotS .--i--' 
2 
I 
<=tevatlon. 
azimuth 
offsets 
Figure 3.5.5-4. 2·Axis Unit Controller 
I 
.. 
Steppotr motor driwtS 
rCo\ 
POT/ 
PhySically the unit controller consist;s of t'tlO single-chip microcomputers and 
associated peripheral circuitry. Each microcomputer is a Motorola 6801 and 
includes 2K bytes of ROM. 128 bytes of RAM, a timer, a serial interrace, and 
an 8-bi t processor. The 6801 processor executes the same ins tructions 
(with several additional ones) as the Motorola 6800. Hence, it could use 
much of the same sof~\'1are already developed on existing 6800-based Motorola 
sun-tr3cking syst~~. 
The rational for using tivO microcomputers rather than one 'llas tliat the 2K 
of ROM available on one microcomputer is thought to be ins~fficient for the 
total control task. As a comparison, the current i10torola sun tracker uses 
3.5K of memory for these tasks, plus a mathematical function chip. Hence, it 
is felt that two 6801 microcomputers providing 4K total of ROr~ and an enhar.ced 
instruction set will be Sufficient for the.job. Additionally the use of two 
microcomputers allows two completely redundant serial interfaces (to x and y 
busses) and improved capability for built-in checking and fault-tolerance. 
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. One Of the microcomputers, ~tCU·A. is tasked with providing a calculated position 
of the sun based on the time of day and information undates from the system 
controller. It also accepts switch inputs from the collector, including azimuth 
and elevation limit switches and a thermal overheat switch~ In addition 
there are six switches which select the device address for the unit con-
troller, and two push button switches for manually operating the azimuth 
and elevation motors. 
The other microcomputer, MCU-B. is tasked with positioning the stepper 
motors and inputting data from an a-bit analog-to-digital (~/O) converter. 
The A/D converter has l6-channels. with 10 being used, and accepts analog 
Signals for azimuth and elevation potentiometers, and from photosensors. 
The offset potentiometers allow for compensation for the imperfect positioning 
of the photosensor unit. Two pdirs of photosensors are used to track the 
sun with angular errors less than 2 mrad as discussed later. 
System and Unit Controller Fabrication 
As indicated in Figure 3.5.5-5, the controllers,would be rugged sIngle 
board computers asse~blies. Both the unit and system controller can be 
fabricated using standard double-sided printed circuit (PC) boards. For the 
unit controller, all the electr,onics except for a. power transformer can be 
mounted on a single PC board. Holding approximately 20 integrated circuits 
and miscellaneous discrete components, the board should require approximately 
50 square inches of area. For a production quantity of 10,000 or more 
units over a several-year period, mass production techniques, such as Ragen 
semi-automatic assembly, can be used in the fabrication process. This will 
help keep the cost/unit extremely low for the unit controllers. As part 
of the automated controller fabrication process, circuit burn-in and computer-
aided check-out would be performed prior to chassis packaging. 
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• Unit and system controllers are rugged single board computers 
. 
• Automated manufacturing processes 
PC boards are double sided and gang-drilled by N/C 
Ragen equipment used for parts installation 
• Unit controller costs 
Parts 
No of pca pins 
Total fab cost 
$140 
400 
S228 @ 10,000 units 
• Distributed system controller cost - SSO/concentrator 
Figure 3.5. 5-5. Controller FabricsrionlCosts 
The system controller"can be fabricated as three identical PC boards and a 
mother PC board holding the majority logic and bus transceivers. Each of 
the three identical microcomputer boards can be fabricated using identical 
"assembly steps. The microcomputer board with the additional electronics 
(secondary storage controller and spare serial interface) can be fabricated 
" " 
using additional steps. These steps assemble the extra electronics into 
board positions that are de-populated on the other t'tlO boards. With this 
technique, th~ number of identical units is ess~ntially fncreased and the 
cost is lowered. 
Costs for the unit controller were estimated by pricing a preliminary 
parts list having a total of 75 discrete components. The discrete com-
o 0 
ponent cost including chassis is $140; an estimate for total assembled 
board cost for a 10,000 production rJn is 5222. As mentioned previously, 
an estimated distributed system controller cost for a typical field is S50/ 
concentrator. 
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System Bus Organization 
The system bus organization is depicted in Figure 3.5.5-6. The individual 
unit controllers would be connected to this network to receive sun tracking 
position coefficients. as needed for the solar position equations programmed 
in the unit controller. Also, the system bus would distribute sun tracking 
position information needed for checking the unit controller computations. 
Specific unit controllers could be addressed by the system controller 
to remotely monitor individual unit controller functioning or isolate 
faults. An orthogonal bus organization ~rovides redundancy in case of 
breaks in the system bus; in this scheme, each unit controller relays bus 
information in a daisy-train manner. 
Fi.ld of LJlM 
collectors 
and unit 
controllers 
First vertical bus --........ 
is requirtd 
for 
system 
operations 
-I-----~-~-- Other optional 
vertical buues 
provide fail·safery 
System controil .. r 
Figure 3.5.5-6. Two·DimMsional Bus Scheme 
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Photosensor Trackina Unit 
n,e photos"nsor tra;.:king unit consists of a shadow box. two pairs of tracking 
linear photosensQrs and ~~o reference photosensor cells., This unit i~ 
illustrated in Figure 3.S.S·7 and is patterned after a photosensor tracker 
developed by Motorola for Sandia Laboratories. The pairs of linear photo-
sensors are used for elevation and azimuth tracking in a closed-loop inter-
face with the unit controller. Two reference photosensors are used in an 
automatic daily calibration procedure 1n'l01'l;n9 programmed e1evation and 
azimuth sweeps. The outputs from the reference photosensors are used to 
compute numerical soft'liere corrections for the tracking photosensor that 
compensate for sensor agi ng and temperature effects. ~.ji th thei r photosensor 
unit and seF-calibrat1ng soft\vare procedure. Motorola has aChieved pointing 
accuracy of i 7 mrad with a shadow box depth of 7 in.; a shadow box depth 
of 15 in. is shown in Figure 3.5.5-7 which will offer increased accuracy. 
• 3 lC 3 x 15 in box 
attached to receivI' 
support nnv 
• Concept limilar to 
mOfotole unit 
2 pairs trac!<ing lin .. , 
phOtO sensors 
~ Suspend.d snidow pl'tt 
,... with "its fur ,.ferllnee s.nsors 
2 ,.t.ren~ sensors 
Figure 3. 5. 5-7. Phot"s~ns'.J!' Unit 
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Drive Comoonent Features 
Table 3.5.5-1 shows the drive component features. It is assumed that slewing 
need only be done by elevation drives which must accelerate the receiver to 
a slew rate of l/2°/sec (JPL requirement) in a distance of 4.5 inches. For 
this slew conditioD, a torque of 1013 in. lbs. is required based on rotational 
mass inertia derived from a finite element ANSYS computer model (see Section 
3.6.1). 
Tabl, 3.5.5·1. Driv, Compon,nt FUfures 
Elevation Azimuth 
Slew rate ~~o/sec 
Tracking rate lSo/hr (max) 1So/hr (max) 
Inertia 6.332 x 105 in.lb.sec2 7x 105 in/lb sec2 
Speed reducer type 70:1 20: 1 
Output torque required I 1,013 in·lb 
Stepper mo~or type 18.75 in·lb lSo/step 
I 
20 in·lb 
5 in· lb. 72° /step 
Stepper motors were selected for the drive system because of the following 
reasons (for example, see Ref. 6); 
o Direct interface with unit controller 
o Provides braking 
o No brushes 
o Competitive cost 
The speed reducers have two functions; one of which is to provide enough 
output torque and the second one is to reduce the angle per step for accurate 
tracking. ~·jorm gear speed reduces are specified because of their good 1 ife, 
smooth operation, low main~enance requirements and low cost. 
4S 
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Non-Normal Trackfng Conditions 
Possible non-ncrmal tracking conditions art. Bsted in Table 3.S.5·2. 
The responses to these conditions can be activated by commands sent out 
by the systen, controll er. 
T,bl,3.5.5·2 Non·Norm,1 Tracking Condiriol'll 
Event 
Loss of drive power 
Control system pointing error 
Return· to· service 
Brayton unit overheating 
46 
AutomatiC remedial actions to 
prevent enclosure overheating 
Pneumatically de· focus feflector 
with standby power 
De·track with stand·by power 
(or manual method) 
De·focus 
De-track 
Re·track 
Re-focU'S 
De·track per thermal sensor signal 
to unit controller 
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3.6 Desi 9n Ana 1 ysfs 
Preliminary design analyses were performed to verify structural adequacy 
and to determine air flow rates needed to maintain enclosure pressuri-
zation. These analyses found the concentrator design to have ample strength 
margins and low gravity-induced deflactioos. Several computer mOdels were 
developed which will be useful for de$ign optimization in the subsequent 
detail design phase. 
3.5.1 Structural Analysis 
The structural analyses investigated the major structural components 
which are categorized as: 
Enclosure 
Truss 
Yoke 
Reflector film 
Reflector Support Shell 
Foundation 
3.6.1.1 Enclosure 
The enclosure design thickness is governed by combined. ;nfla~ion aj;j wind 
induced pressure loads. As indicated in Figu,.! 3.6.1.1-1. snow and hail loads 
are not governing design conditions ac~ordin9 to experimental data from 
previous hel iostat enclosure development programs. Inflation pressure 
is set at a level that prevents enclosure buck1 ing due to wind-induced 
positive local pressures. This pressure level and the wind-induced 
local negatfv~ pressures superimpose to produce local film loads which 
determine the enclosure de~i9n thickness. 
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• Inl.rna' pressure 
• Combines with most other 10ld conditions 
• Minimum to limit inwird d.flections or collaps. 
• Wind 
• Critic •• d.sivn cond; tion 
• Loads based on wind tunn.' tlSU 
• Snow 
• Load Ie .. than 3/4 Pi to limit defl.ction 
• Not critical for southwest USA 
• Hail 
• Evaluation based on t.sts with 1 inch ic.bllls 
• Candidate films withstand southw.st USA hail 
Figu" 3.6. 1. 1·1. Ene/o.u,., Str.Jcutl"ll An.lyfi. Loading Condition. 
~ : 
~! 
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Analysis of the wind~induced pressures is basld on wind tunnel tlst dat3. 
In I previous heliostlt enclosur, dev,lopment projcc~. over 140 wind 
tunnel t!S~S wt~e ~trform!~ t~ es:!~lish ! design nomograph whtCh aOOlars 
. L F1gu I 3.6.1.1-2. These tests involved various boundary protection 
conditions •• nclosure base shapes, and field arrangements. Using this data, 
the enclosure design. with a diameter cf 48 ft. and assumin) a base skirt, 
has an internal prtssure requirement of O.ts psi Ind. maximum film 
membrane load of lOS lb/in. due to combined internal and wind-induced 
negative lOCI' pressure. At this enclosure diamet,r, the single en-
closure and most critical interior field enclosure pOSition cas~s g1ve 
equfvalent film loads. The maximum film load occurs near the top of the 
Inclosure as shown ~" F1g~ 'e 3.S.1.1-3. Integration of the pressure loads 
gives slightly lowf~ 1~ads at the enclosure base. 
'dJ e E 
L Dummy mod.1 (7.$ in dill 
I -;- iLL.J. 
10 
1'1 Tvp.cJl wInd tunn.1 \J tlU configll'iI.,on 
50 
1051b/in 
C;)mbintd 
wind and 
int.'",' 
prl"ut, 
EndOI"f' wIthout Ikllt 
Figur. 3.6. 1. 1·2 Enclosur, Wind LOlds 
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0. 15 p"ln",nal ""au,. 
·No 'ena Sin" •• nClOt"' .. 
Inw\ol enclcl~' in .,ray 
Ulint 7 mil kyna, film, 
~ • 1051.007 • 15,000 pat 
M.S. • 20115 - 1 • .. O.ll 
Figur, 3.6.1. ,.3. Enclosur, Film $trtSSIS Combin,d Wind ,nd IMlmll i'r,ssur, 
BEC test data for Kynar film are shown in Fi;u r! 3.6.1.'·4. For an al1owab1e 
u'~1~!:! ~e\ign stress of 20.COO pSi. the resulting margin of safety for 
a Kynar enci ;,1sure wi o:h a 7 mil thic'~ness ; s: 
(J - lOS • 15,000 psi 
~07 
MS- 20.000 ., - +0.33 
15,000 
A characteristic of biaxially-orientec ~n!r 'S ::,at it has a low "yield" 
point and considera~le work hardening (non-linear stress-strain curve). 
The nominal film stress due to internl'.l pressure alcne is well ',d:hin 
linear behavior. At ht~h wind 'oadin~j, tht enclosures wil' develop a 
limited amount of local permanent strain which is not eelieved to be 
cietrimenta' to enc rosure performance. 
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3.6.1.2 Foundation 
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Unwelth.red film$ 
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Enclosure D"sj~n 
ultimlte Itrl" 
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- - Nominal inclosure stress 
- _,Nominal/eflector stress , 
0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 
Serain lin/in) 
Figure 3.6. 1. 1·4. Typlcal Stress· Straln Properties 
The foundation design requirements are to anchor the enclosure and provide 
a stable footing for the yoke azimuth bearing with a 10 ... ' construction cost. 
ihe governing design requirement is enclosure anchoring under the 100 mph 
design wind load conditions. Because of the light weight tif the concentrator, 
the loads on the foundation in the yoke bearing area are low. 
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- - - Out., tOw with lenee ~O high 
- Inne, tow 
q mllIsured at h.ight of 1.60 
SaI.cUd loads 
(sinCi" enclosure. 
no fence) 
Aerodynamic co.Wci." tI, 
o _L_ 
A2q ' R2q 
Aerodynamie Jilt 
34,500Ib 
0. 
0-
C&lncllntrator and 
foundation weight 
Figure 3.6. 7.2-1. round3rion Loads 
o Aerodynamic drag 11,000 Ib 
Enclosure loads transferred to the foundation '/Jere determined by int;-
gration of the local internal and wind-induced pressures which are based 
on wind tunnel test data. The resultant ·lift and :rag forces for :he en-
closure design are .shown in Figure 3.6.1.2-1. Based on these forces, three 
foundation concepts were sized, as illustrated in Figure 3.6.1.2-2, to give 
ample margin against soil bearing failure and overturning. The slab 
foundation is the preferred design and requires the least amount of re-
inforced concrete of the gravity foundation concepts; this advantage is a 
result of internal pressure acting on the slab to reduce foundaticn uplift 
loads. Estimates of the respective in-place foundation costs are given in 
Table 3.6.1.2-1. The slab foundation cost of S863 is used in the cost 
analysis discussed in Section 6.4. 
S2 
Suring 
foundation I 
Pill 
foundations 
Piles sized using 
Myernof 
and Adams. 
Canadian 
G.otlchnical 
Journal. V.S. no.4 
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Slab 
Ring & clnter .pil. 
e 
I , 
'--' 
Figure 3.6.1.2·2 C4i7didate Foundation Sizing 
Table 3.6. 1.2·1. Foundation Estimated Costs 
5.881t2 
70.000 Ib 
I ;; ~18·in dia x ~_JI I 10·ft long 
I I 
l..J 
Foundation tYPI Cost basis Estimated cost 
Slab S71/CY less .dge forms I S 868 
(Edge form 11ft in place for enclosure attachment) 
Ring Ring at $170/CY 3.577 
Concentrator support 
pil. @ S1 1/ft X 10 It 
+ S95 setup 
Pi I. 5 piles It S1,/ft 1.235 
+ S9E setup 
Ring It S140/CY 
. 
• Ring and pile foundatiollll require enc:Josure attach provisions 
and ground seal 
• Slab foundation design selected 
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3.6.1.3 Truss Loads and Reflections 
ihe truss structure functions to support the "reflector assembly, Brayton 
engine/receiver. Brayton system lines, control system components and 
counterweight. Because of the importance to low cost of minimizing 
structural weight (a pound saved is 7St earned!) while maintaining 
accurate receiver/reflector alignment. truss loads and deflections were 
analyzed to verify that the prel iminary 1 ight\'~eight truss design \I/as 
satisfactory. 
The finite element model shown in Figure 3.6.1.3-1 was analyzed with the 
ANSYS code to compute loads and deflections. This model repres~nts a 
generalized truss and yoke design which furnished the data needed for 
structural design iterations. Features of the model include rigid joints, 
3-0 general beam elements, 8 inch eccentricity bet'.'Ieen the elevation 
bearing truss point and the yoke neutral axis, and symmet~y about the 
x-z plane. Properties of the elements are given in iable 3.6.1.3-1. The 
element weights shown correspond to a IIhalf" model. For simplicity, the 
lattice strut members 'I'ere modeled with effective axial areas which 
correspond to the weights shown; the miscellaneous weights include allowances 
for lattice web parts. 
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/z 
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\ 
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51 11 01 Elevation ~ ., 
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~ \ /Yoke 
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Figure 3. 5. 1.3-1. ANSYS Half.Cont:entrator IV/odel 
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Tabl. 3.6. 1.J. 1. Finite EI!ment Model Properties 
[1."nt Pert W.lgnt Aret l'IaIt>ent of Torsion .. I 
10 tach 1".r~l. Property 
(A) (II (J) 
Las. 1H2 /114 1/14 
\ Rod 40 0.5 
· · 
2 to 5 SeMI 98 O.S 2.13 1.5 
, to 9 8 •• H 0.25 1.37 0.5 
\0 t~ 11 Rigid LinkS I) • 
- -12 cO) 17 UPDer YOke 44 U 5a.~ 10 
a .... 
17 co 20 '(Oke C.ncer 2Z I.S 119.4 !11.2 
aiA. 
21 8r!ycon Ullit SolO 
· · -
22 Counte ...... i9nt 500 
· · · 
23 R.flotctor ;00 
· · I · Ass_Iy 
• aise ... t. 
2~ to ZS ReiloKtor 200 
· · -AsstlllO 1 y 
• 1II1sc: .... t. 
Selected load and deflection results from the finite element analysis are 
given in Figure 3.6.1.3-2. The effective t'acking error of C.3; mrad shown 1, 
due to a computed lateral deflection of 0.0 i inches for the worst case 
concentrator orientations for gravity.lo~ding. This deflection-re:~ted 
error does not include effects of joint flexibiiities and member sag 
whiCh will be modeled in the subsequent detail design phase. 
The maximum truss member load for combined 1 9 vertical and 0.25 hc;;:::::=: 
(siesmic) accelerations is 1585 lb. in element 4 (see Figure 3.6.1.3-~). This 
member 'flas Checked for Eu:er buckling and local chord crippling and ':,as 
found to hav~ a margin-of-safety governed by Euler buckling. For a tri-
angular design lattice strut section having an effective area of 0.339 ;n. 2 
and side width of 6.92 
I = 
L = 
PeR.= 
M.S.= 
in .• the margin-of-safety for Euler buckling is: 
2.73 in4 
381 in 
TT 2 EI/L2 = 5568 L8 
5577 /1585' - 1 = 2.52 > > O. 
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• Gravity loading 
• ConC2ntrator aimold 3t horizon 
• ANSVS mod" results 
Figure l6.1.3·2. Truss Loads and Deflections 
3.6.1.4 Yoke Load~ and Reflections 
Yoke moment loads computed with the finit~ element model are shown in 
Figure 3'.6.1.4-1. The yoke moments were found to be effectively reduced by 
the presence of the crosstie (element 1 in Figure 3.6.1.3-1). For a yoke 
box ~ect;on varying in depth from 10 in. at the ends to 14 in. at the 
center and with a constant effective axial area of 2.70 in2, the critical 
section is on the yoke arm at the maximum positive moment location. The 
resulting margin-or-safety \'Iith respect to a chord yield strength of 36,000 psi 
is ample: 
I = 58.36 in4 
M = +142472 in lb 
a = Me = 142472 (5) = 24412 lb/in2 I 58.36 
M.S. = 36000 -1 = +0.47 
24412 
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2.1431b 
J 
2,1431b , 
------+--------A--I 
t 
4.286 lb· 
Mz distribution 
u .. • ·0.87 In 
Uz • 6.S in 
(out·of plan,) 
'or x· 10 
i. 0.250 
Figure 3.5. 1.4-1. Yoke Loads and Deflections 
Local buckling of ~,e yoke chords and web bracing are not critical failure 
modes for the vertical or horizontal' load conditions. Under the lateral 
seismic 10ad condition of 0.25 g, the Brayton unit will deflect 4.4 inches 
towards the enclosure; this def1ection is allowable and is primarily due 
to torsional flexibility of the yoke. Vertical yoke deflection for gravity 
loading is 1.77 in. which is acceptable. (Soth yoke loads and deflections 
would be significantly reduced if outrigger supports were added to the design). 
sa 
-- --"'Il'III 
J 
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3.6.1.S Reflector Shell Analvsis 
A preliminary structural analysis of the reflector support shell was per-
formed considering film loads, pressure loads and gravity for an upward 
reflector orientation. This analysis was done uSing the STAGS-C Computer 
code and a 5 row by 11 column shell quadrant model illustrated in Figure 3.6.1.5-1. 
Radial and vertical deflection results from this model are plotted in 
Figure 3.6.1.5-2~ these deflections are very sma~l and are not expected to 
significantly degrade reflector surface qua11ty. In a subsequent de-
tailed design phase, the ultra-light reflector shell model will be refined 
to include other tracking orientations and deflecting truss ~ounting points. 
Rings 
A. 0.5 ;,,2 
I. 5.0 in4 
" : I 
.. l! I 
AI. HIe la!,dwich 
he • 0.5 in impregnated krill! paper 
Cf • 0.007 in illuminum 
Z· 10 : .1 I 
-- rl·······-- IT Syrn ti <t. : 1 ~"""'r1- .- - -- _ .. ' .. .:-
I
' !\ 
:1 
1\ 
I,I \ I membrane Rtar 
IOllcis " \ 
//', 
Oiff,ren tiaJ./ '\ Rellector 
preSSure 
loads 
film loads 
I 
" irR;,;d "on " ••• '" P.;." 
'~....r::::::; =*-= • Quadran' 'node lad 
• Fill;tt ditfllrence muh 
5 rows It 1 1 cols. 
Figure 3.6.1.5-1. Stags·C Model for Gravity·lncluded Deflecrions 
The maximum shell loads obtained from the STAGS-C model are in the lo\-Jer 
edge ring mid-"/ay between the truss support points. The resulting sand-
wich face stress is 996 psi wnicry is satisfactory. The ring load at 
this location is 498 lb,', 'lihicn results i~ a margin-of-safety of +0.27 
with respect to local ring flange crippling. 
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FigUrf 3.5.1.5-2 Refl~ctor Support Shell Deflections 
3.6.1.6 Reflector Film Stress 
V'rtical Uv • 
.0.013 in' 
The reflector film is stabilized with a nominal differentiai pressure of 
0.0037 psi. At this pressure, the maximum film stresses occur at the 
perimeter: 
as = 609 psi (radial direction) 
C" = 700 psi (circumferentiai direction) 
~ 
60 
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The above maximum stress is well within the linear elastic behavior rang! 
of biaxfally-oriented polyester film (see the polyester stress-strain 
curve in Figure 3.6.1 .1.4). Also~ this stress is below the assumed 
creep limit stress of 2000 psi. which gives an ample creep lim;ted 
mar9in-of·safety of + 1.8S. An evaluation of creep tendencies can also 
be made based on the logarithmic creep straln law: 
t = tot 6 
where E • total accumulated creep strain 
~ • strain at 100 hours 
• 
.. • time in hours 
e • creep exponent 
Without having long term creep test data. a conservative value for S is 
assumed to be 0.06 which gives a total creep strain at 30 years (252080 hours) 
as follows: 
ihe initial average strain of the reflector is low (approximately 0.0005 in/in 
for an average stress level of 300 psi). This strain will be approximately 
doubledi~ 30 years and so resultant reflector quality degradation is ex-
pected to be inSignificant. 
3.6.1.7 r~argin-of-Safet'l Summarv. 
ihe preceeding margin-oF-safety analyses are summarized in Table 3.5.1.7-1. 
Ample,margins exist in all of the components. 
3.6.1.8 Weight Distributfo~ 
The concentrator's weight distribution is itemized in Tab1! 3.6. 1 .6-1. 
Because of the results of the structural analysis. so~; conservatism 
exists in the concentrator design which may allow future \·/eight (and co~t) 
reductions. (In the detailed design phase, alternate truss and yoke configur.ations 
should be investigated that could reduce structural weight and reduce or 
eliminate the counterweight.) 
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3.6.2 Tracking Error Estimate 
Estimates or trackfng errors are listed in Table 3.6.2-1. A major source 
of error is expected to be due to inaccurate alignment of the photosens~r 
unit d~rfng installation. Photosensor related errors, however. can be 
re~uced by software corrections that would be performed during installation 
and routine mafntain!nee. The ~verall root sum square tracking error is 
estimated to be 1.43 mr~d which compares favorably with a design goal of 2 mrad. 
1 a .rror mrud 
Errors sourc. Component Root sum squares 
.rror Groups Total 
Static: .rrors 
Control system 
Ephemeris data 0.11 
Computations 0.06 
Clock r.solution 0.02 
Photostnsor calibration 1.30 1.306 
} 1.40 
Drive syst.m 
Gimbal lXis alignment 0.30 0.30 
Structural deflections 0.40 
Dynamic .rrors 1.43 mrad 
Structural d.flectio ,1$ 0.25 .27 
Drive system stepping .rror 0.10 
.J 
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3.6.3 Control System Rel;abil1ty 
Reliability of the concentrator system i~ governed to largl extent by the 
unit Ind system controllers. Other concentrator components Ire either 
unlfk.ly to flil or are less sophisticated Ind eaSily mafntained. 
ih\ MiSF (mean time between faflure) estimate for the unft controller is 
det.l":'mined by sumning the discrete part faflure rates !S ~"own in TaDl. 
3.6,3-1. The fal1~re rates used in the table were derived frem rates used 
in previous r~liostat programs. The actual MTBF is determined by taking 
tht reciprocal of the sum of failure rates. For the unit controller 
the resulting ~TaF is 5J ,ZQO hours basec on a 90~ confidence leve'. This 
rel~t1vely hiSh MTSF is due to the use of Just a few relfab1~ LSI circuits 
t~ implement the cont~oller. 
The failure rate for the system controller is aiso based on r~tes used 
in previous helfostat pro9r~s, and the MTCF is determined to oe approximate 
8000 hours for a single microcomputer. This relatively lower MT3F (as 
compared to that of the unit controller) is cue to the g~eater complexity 
of the individual microcomputer systems. However, the triple redundancy 
improves the ~·!raF cons 1 derab 1 y (abcu t an order of :T1agn i tude), and the 
iystern centro"!r' ~T3F is conserv!ti~e~J !s~1m!~a~ ~o ~! about 50,000 hours 
or 6 ye!rs; that is, about ~~e same as that of the unit controller. 
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Table 3.6.3-1. Mean Time 3er.'I!en Failure Anal!,sis Data 
ComQonent 
microcomputer 
7400 series 
logic 
capacitors 
transistors 
resistors 
transformer 
regulators 
A/D converter 
bus transceiver 
Tota 1 failure 
rate 
MTBF 
No. Used 
2 
8 
t 
10 
10 
2 
1 
1 
Failures eer Million Total Parts 
oeerating hours at a 
~O~ conlidence level/ 
comoonent 
.2 .4 
.6 .48 
.4 1.6 
.9 9 
.02 .2 
.07 .07 
3 6 
.2 .2 
.5 .5 
18.45 
54,200 hours 
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3.6.4 ~1:losure Air Flow Rates 
The Boeing Thermal Analyzer computer program (Ref. 1) was used to determine 
transient tr.:mperature profil~s for the collector components. The primar''y 
components modeled are shown in Figure 3.6.4-1. 
Daily ambie.nt temperature profiles were provided by JPL. The profiles were 
adjusted to the extreme summer and winter temperatures for the Edwards 
Air Force Sase area. The average daily insolation value is 845 w/m2 
with a maximum value of 1000 w/m2. The insolation profiles are for the 
winter and summer solstice. 
Ground temperature is assumed to be ambient temperature 'flith the sky tem-
perature 6.1~C lower. The aperture temperature profile was obtained from 
previous transient analyses. 
Convection coefficients for the internal components are computed based on 
data for vertical and horizontal plates; a no wind condition was assumed. 
Radiation view factors were calculated by the aoeing AS2814 Thermal Radi~tive 
Interchange Factor Prcgra;,I. The program employs a Monte Carlo methcd; it 
uses a specular/diffuse reflectance model and can also handle transmitting 
surfaces with refraction at interfaces. 
The temperature profiles for the reflector (with no anti-oxidation coating'. 
enclosure, and enclosure air are shown in Figure 3,6.4-2 for the winter ex-
treme and Figure 3.6.'~-3 for surrmer extreme. Temperatures for the production 
reflectors will be lower due to use of an anti-oxidation coating which increases· 
emissf·:ity. 
Ihe c.::;':~:'1um enclosure ah' temperatur~ c;,~nse is C.2S=C/minute. This ieads 
to a maximum enclosure air flo'(l of 60 cfm. Negligible air f10'1l in and out 
of the reflector cavity is required to maintain proper stabilization pressure, 
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20 
°c 
10 
0 
-10 
-20 
a 
Enclosure air • 
• Transient thermal analysis 
• Temperature profiles for extreme 
summer and winter 
• Maximum temperature change 
T· .2SoC/min 
• Maximum enclosure flow rate 
60 cfm 
• Reflector amhient flow rate negligible 
Figure 3.6.4-1. €nc/osure Air Flow Rates 
2 1 Ambient 
2 Reflector 
3 Enc!os.:rt 
4 4 Enclosure air 
3 
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1a 20 22 
Time. hrs 
Figure 3.5.4-2 Extreme Winter Temfjerar:.:re Profiles 
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Figure 3.6.~3. Extreme.Summer Teinp9r~riJre Profiles 
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4.0 SUB·SCALE REFLECTOR TEST PROGAA~1 
A 4.57 m diameter sub·sca 1 e refl ector 'o'/as buil t and tes ted by laser ray 
tracing for the purpose of demonstrating a prototype reflector fabrication 
technique and surface slope errors. The test evaluation. of resulting data 
was subsequently used in performance studies of the full-scale reflector 
design. The following sections describe the test program activities with 
respect to: 
o Sub-scale reflector fabrication 
o Reflector testing 
o Test data acquisition 
o iest data analysis 
4.1 Sub-scale R~flector Fabrication 
Steps fcllowed in the test hardware fabrication are identified in Figure 
4.1-1. These steps and related tooling , ..,ere refined with trial fabric~tion 
of four 2 m diameter reflectors. A single 4.57 diameter (active reflector 
area) was then fabricated and tested by laser ray tracing. Most of the 
f~brication techniques proved to be successful; difficulties were encountered 
in reflector mounting which will be discussed in the remaining section. 
Figure 4.1·1. Prototype Reflector Fabrication ~teps 
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The polyester film used for the reflettor was Melinex-O aluminized by 
National Metalizing. Melinex-O i~ a biaxia11y-oriented film produced by 
. leI Americas. This material was selected because of its excellent optical 
and mechanical properties and availability. 
A roll of 2 mil, 56" wide aluminized polyester was received from National 
Metalizing and was subjected to and passed an acceptance test of 39~ 
minimum reflectance at a cone angle of 0.15°. 
Gore Temolate 
The aluminum templates for the 2 m anG 4.57 m reflector gores were fabricated 
at the Boeing Commercial Airplane Division's template shop. The temprate 
was made in halves to assure syTlimetry and \'1as machined to within a 10 mil 
tol erance. 
The same gore shape ~nalysis method that was derived for Sandia Laboratories 
(Ref. 3) was used for this project. This analysis was coded and executed 
interactively on Boeing Co~puter Service's CDC 6600 computer. Figure 4.1-2 
shows the offsets for the 4.57 m reflector gore template ~ersus gore center-
line distance from the pole. 
The template has 1/16 in. holes drilled every foot along the edges. These 
holes were used to pin-mark the gores whiCh provided indexing marks for 
pOSitioning on the lay-up tool. Holes wer~ also drilled into th~ template 
to index the attachment of the reflector to the holding fixture and the 
reflector ring. 
Using the template as shown in Figure 4.1-3, 18 gores were cut out with a 
scalpel. Special care was taken to avoid wrinkles in the polyester during 
cutting. The 21 index marks were then punched in and the finished gore 
rolled up and placed on the table at the le~t. To minimize wastage, a second 
gore was cut along side ~f the first one. Weights were placed on the tem-
plate to ·avoid movement of it during cutting. 
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Figure 4. 1·J. G ore Cutting 
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Figure 4. '·4. Lay·up Tool 
Lay-uo Tool 
Because of the large reflector size, a decision was ma~e early in the pro-
ject to abandon heavy conventio~al ' plaster tooling and use instead light-
weight portable wooden lay-up tooling. The resul t ing ~ooling approach is 
shown in Figure 4.1-4 and Figure 4.1-5. In this tooling concept, the tool i ng 
nearby serves as a holding fixture during tapin9 of the gore seams. Acc~racy 
of the reflector surface is established by the pre-cut core shape and careful 
butt-joining to the gores prior to taping. Thus, highly accurate lay-up tool 
contours are not necessary. 
The lay-up tool 'Has constructed from ply\~ood by a local cabinet shop. The 
missing panel in Figure 4.1-4 allOlved assembly of the first ,17 gores and 
was replaced for attachment ' of the final gore. Each rib has a yacuum channel 
~hich is coJered vith a porous tape (lawn chair webbing). A conventional 
shop vacuum cleaner was at-ached ' to the tubing visible i~ Figure 4. 1-5 . 
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Figure 4. 1·5, Vacuum HOld-<io~n 
This vac uum hold-down technic;ue \Vas very effcc~ive in maintaining gore os;: i n 
during ta~ing (previous static attraction caused gore movement and \Ol r i nk l ed 
se~ms). 
Reflector Gore AsscmblZ 
The gores were placed metalized side down on the lay-up tool. Using the 
index marks to position the gores along s ide of each other, they were but _ 
joined togeth~r using 2 mil 1/2 in. polyester tape (Permacel 25:) . The 
vacuum hold-down device prevented the gores from moving ence they were 
positioned correctly. Figure 4.1-6 shows the taping together of t~o gores. 
Notice that even though there are wrinkles in the polyester, there are 
none at the joints. Figure 4.1-7 sho '.vs the method used for firmly bondi ng 
the tape to the reflector film. 
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Figur. 4. 1·8. R,fI.cror Holding Fixrur. 
Reflector Holding Ffxt~ 
Figure 4.1-8 shows the reflector "olcHng fixture built from plywood. ' This 
tool permitted attachment of a reflector test support ring to the reFlector 
while it was stabilized by vacuum. The reflector-to-ring joining operation 
is illustrated in Figure 4.1-9 . The fOIJr hoisting hooks in the middle of 
the picture were hooked into corresponding eye bolts on the ring. Running 
the main rope through an overhead pulley permitted lowering and raising the ring. 
Reflector Support Ring 
The ring is a box-section having 0.5 in. router-cut pl}"llood webs and 0.25 in. 
plywood inner and outer flanges. Ii,ternal stiffening diaphragms were placed 
every t\'10 feet. The "rear" side of the ring had a small pl;r",ood circum-
ferential rib that was router-trimmed to form an accurate reflec tor mounting 
surface. A clear 5 mil polyester film 'rlas attached to the "front" side of 
the ring. After the reflector was attached it could then be stabilized 
with air pressure supplied by a b1ower. 
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Figu" 4.1-9. Ref/ector Mounting Fixture 
Reflector-to-Ring Joining 
Once a" the reflector gores were joined together. the reflector was invertid 
lnd carried to the reflector holdi.ng fixture. Great care was taken in f~st!ning 
the r~fl~ctor to'the holding fixture. The gore seams'were aligned with the 
index marks on the fixture to provide equal tension in the tangential di-
rection. At tne same time. index m~rks put in the gores from the gore template 
were aligned with the inner edge of th~ fixture to provide equal tension in 
the radial direction. Once the reflector ~as positioned correc:l1 it ~as 
taped to the fixture to provide an air-tignt seal. 
Using the vacuum pump to provide a differential pressure of 0.5 in. of \'Jatel", 
the reflector was fully stabilized w~th all wrinkles removed. The reflector 
ring which fits inside the holding fixture. was then lowered and f~stened 
to the reflector. Velcro with self·adhesive backing vias used for fastening 
. 
the ring to the reflector; After mounting the reflector. the excess e~ge 
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was then trimmed off. A bt!d of sealant was placed around the Velcro edge 
to make it afr tight. and the edge of the reflector was aped to the ring rib. 
An important featur~ of this tooling ~oncept is that by having an excass 
width of film around the reflector, mounting errors at the reflector ;,oldint'l 
fixture Would in theory be dist&nt from the ring. In practice, a uniform 
edge mounting t.ension was not activated as will be highlighted in the follO'Ning 
test data analysis section. Future reflector mounting is planned to be 
accomplished u~in9 pneumatically actuated grips that will produce a uniform 
edge tension. 
Comoleted Sub-scal~ ~ef1e~tor 
Vfl'flS o~ the completed sub-scale reflector, general fabrication, and test 
are! appear in Figures 4.1-10 to -13. Items apr-earing in Figure 4.1-10 
include: lay-up tool, reflector holding fixture, laser lathe bed (lower 
left), laser test tar;e: stand (in front of the refleCLor), and th~ aut~­
co 11 imation mirror ( small square supported by the adjustabie cross-frl;ne 
at the center of the reflector). Figure 4.l~12 illustrates ~he p,'essureized 
reflector'S apparent quality '~hen vie'Ned from the rear. A slant tube 
manometer usee for pressure measurement can also be seen. 
Figur. 4.1-13 is ! frontal view of the test set-up sho~ing the ~ase ro11er 
supports and an adjustable upper roller used for autocollimation. A close-
u~ of 4 base roller appears in Figure 4.1-14; also shown are air supply and 
vent lines and a line to a manometer. During the l~ser ray tracing testing, 
the reflector was easily rotated on the rollers to different positions. 
Spacing of the base rollers was determined ftom a finite element mOdel of the 
ring; various spacings were analyzed to determine the value that minimized 
radi~l ring deflection under gravity loading. 
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4.2 Reflector Testing 
The sub-scale reflector was tested to obtain data for surface slope errpr 
analysis. This testing was done, as indicated in Figure 4.2-1, by rotating 
the reflector and laser ray tracing along a horizontal radial line. 
Testing was accomplished with a Class It 1 milliwatt helium-neon laser. The 
laser was mounted 30 ft. from the reflector ring on a traveling lathe bed 
as shown in Figure 4.2~2. This set-up allowed the laser to be moved verti-
cally during actoccllimation and horizontally along pre-determined radial 
positions. 
• Purpose 
• Slop. deviations 
• Overall surface geom.try 
• Method 
• Laser. on transla ling olj,l tical table. 
aligned wi Ih re flector axis 
• Tilr!jllt at apprOllimatlt best local ~Iane 
• Rltll.ceed ray inearcllpt It focal plan. 
tor sev.ral radii and ilzimueh of 
incident ray 
• Reflector rotae.d during (tlsting 
Figure 4.2-1. Laser Rav Trace Testing 
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Figure 4.2·2. Laser and Laser Lathe Sed 
A general view of the test set-up appears in Figure 4.2-3. Adjustable bolts 
support the autocollimatton framework in front of the reflector. The center 
of the reflector is 8.5 ft. above the floor. The l~ser target is supported 
on a stand a distance close to the reflectors focal point (7.5 ft. out 
from the reflector center). Actual recording of laser1mpact points at 
the target is seen in Figure 4.2-4. Because of a focusing effect, the re-
flected laser converged to a fine spot on the target which could be accurately 
recorded wi,th a pen .. 
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Figure 4.2-4 Recording of Laser Poinrs 
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Figure 4.2-5. Laser Test Procedures 
Two basic laser test procedures were followed and are summarized in Figure 4.2-5. 
A series of gore centerline scan tests were first performed followed by 
a detailed reflector scan at 5~ angular increments yielding a total of 
1i28 data points. Tne initial centerline gore testing were performed at 
reflector st!biliz!tion pressute levels of 0.44 and 0.66 in. of water. 
At t:-'e 0.66 in. pressure level, the reflector stabil iud to a "best fit' 
paraboloid and was therefore used in all data acquisition tests. Other 
test conditjons were: 55~F ambient room temperature and 75~F internal 
reflector air temperature. 
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Figul'l4.2·6, Lisetfrarger Inrercept Points (Wont) 
Typical laser intercept recordings are shO\vn in Figures 4.2-6 to-S for 
',vorst, average and best cases, res~ectively. ine divergence in the data 
is due primarily to r!dfal surface slope errors which are most severe near 
the ring. The dotted circles in the recordings represent the concentra-
tion ratio associated with the full-scale design (3250:1); the actual dotted 
circle diameter is 3.15 in. 
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Figurt 4.2·9. CompiJrison of Tesr Dati Qualirl With R!flector Mounting Imperfecrions 
A review of the laser intercept recordings. together with computerized !~a'ysis 
of the test data, re'lealed a correlation bet·.~e~n surface slope qua1 ity and 
reflector fabrication mishaps as ~ncwn in Figure 4.2·9. F~ur fabric!ticn 
events seriously degraded the surface quality: 
1) During installation of the last gore on the reflector lay-up 
tool. there"was some difficulty in reaching to the center area. 
Consequently, one tape seam was wrinkled ne!r th~ pole. It 
should be noted that the receiver's diameter is lO~ of the 
reflector diameter wh'ch would hide poiar cap errors. 
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rigur~ 4.2·10. j-·nsion Wrink/~s 
2) During mountinq of the reflector en the reflector hu .~;ng 
fixture, four people were te~sioning the reflector ~rior to 
securing the reflector with tape. Two diame:rical1y cp~ose~ 
;nd1v1duals pulled harder, causing J slight tension buckiing 
effect. ihe!e buckles were seen 4t pressures less t~!n 0.2 in. 
of water. While the ~hotograph &hown in Figure 4.2-10 ~ces 
3 ) 
4) 
not completely capture this effect. some tension buck~es are 
visible (those that are non-n~rmal to the gore sEams). 
One heavy-handed individual actually tore a gc,'~ sea~ a~ the 
l60~ e1ge 1ocat;cn during the above reflector mounting process. 
A defec~-free tape repair was not done so the reflector h£d 
residual wrlnkles in this are! as appears in Figure 4.2-11. 
Ho~k-and-loop fastening was used to att~ch the ~efl!c~~r :0 t~e 
ring. This tipe of flStening :ldS high latc:ral fiex~:'i1;t.l and 
curing corr.~action with a roller, a "bow 'nave" occ:.;r'·~-: ~·:ni(.."l 
caused local 9!t~e~ing of film as shown in Figure 4.2-12. 
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Figu,. 4.2-11. Wrinkle Due to Tear 
Figure 4.2·1.2. "Sow W,ve" Wrinkle 
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4.3 Test Data Acauisition 
The large amount of test data was acquired, formatted and stored by a computer-
aided data management procedure. Each refl ector test pr~duced data shown 
on Figure 4.3-1 and defined as follows: 
o Laser target intercepts 
o Target distance 
o Reflector orientation angle 
o Radial laser position RL 
o Stabilization pressure p 
The laser target intercepts. Xr and Yr t were transferred from the recording 
sheets to a desk-top microcomputer via a digitizer as ~hown in Figure 4.3-2. 
This data was directly stored on 8 in. soft-sectored floppy dis~s. After all 
of the d~ta for a particular test was digitized, the microcomputer was used to 
refo~at the digitized data into compact files and transmitted the files to a 
CDC 6600 mainframe c~~puter via a telephone/modem link. 
The rema~ning ~est data was interactively added to the test data files in 
the mainframe computar ready for the subsequent data analysis task; a sample 
test data file is shown in Figure 4.3-3. 
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Figure 4.3-1. rlSt Dlra Proceuing 
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Figu,. 4.3-2. L3serlTatpt Intercept O,t, Recording Using a Digitizgr 
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4.4 Test nata Analysit 
SUrface errOr1 of the sub-scale reflector were analysed with the aid ~f 
a computer ~del referred to as the RMS code. This cod~ allowed analysis 
of a large amount of test data to evaluate surface errors with options for 
consideration of (1) removal of systematic radial surface errors and (2) 
pertinent test data groups (best quadrant). The main features of the 
RHS code are shown in Figure 4.4-1; Figure 4.4-2 illustrates the coordinate 
systems and analytical parameters used in the code. The following discussion 
describes the analytical methods used in the RMS code. 
Initially. the RMS code transforms the test measurements to the reflector 
coordinate system. A representative reflector prOjected area is calculated 
for each measurement. The best optical axis which is the centroid of data 
at the measurement focal plane is then calcu1ated. To eliminate any test 
alignment problems the test measuremen~~ are corrected to coordinate through 
the best optical axis. 
The angular error (2t} bet\.,een the actual and ideal refl~ted ,-aY5 as shewn in 
Figure 4.4-2 can be determined from the scalar product~f the t'dO reflected 
r~y vectors: 
cos 2£ = 
The reflector surface error. £, fs half the reflected ray deviation. From 
Figure 4.4-2 we can determine the actual ray. 
Pc = ., + t - if 
and fdeal ray, 
Where f is the focal distance vector. t is the error vector, and R is 
th~ radial vector to the reflector measurement point •. 
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£ = 1/2 cos -1 ( Pc· Po) 
fpcl fPol 
T T , and, can be deffned as 
~ - A· • A 
R .• Reo!. f + ~Sfn • ...J + Zpk 
'f. Xo f +' Yo j + O· k 
Where f fs the focal d1stance,R is the reflector radial distance to measure-
ment, • fs the rc~atfon angle of the reflector, Zp is the Z component of J . 
Xo ar.c YO Ire the measurement coord; na tes that have been trans formed 1 n to the 
reflector' coordinate system and adjusted to the best optical axis. 
Combining ~,e above equations:' 
£, • 1/2 ~os-l -(XO-Rcos,) Rcos'-(YO-Rsin,) Rsin,. (f.Zp)2 
~XO-RCos.)2' + !.VO-Rsln, )2 + (f-Zp)2 1/2 [,,2 + (f-92 ] 1/2 
The surface error angle, £ ,15 calculated for each measurement. An overall 
Rt1S value of the £, angles can be four.~ using 
( 
2 )1/2 
£rms .. E ( £~< ] 
ArOTAl. 
where A c ;s the projected concentrator area corresponding to the m~asu"ement 
from which £ was determined. Atotal fs the total concentrator projected area. 
The i?eat focal plane 15 found by calculating £nns for! serfes of pl anes. For 
each plane t~e ideal ray fs prOjected to an assumed focal point at the best 
OPtical axis 1ntersectio~ with that plane. 
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New tot' paltern 
with lYutmallC 
",otI removed 
The intersection of the actual ra:t with ~'he focal plane is determined. 
Individual surface errors and the overall RMS error is calculated at each 
focal plane. and the lowest value of the ~S error'fdent1fies the best 
focal plane. 
The RMS code has the capabilfty to remove radial systematic errors from 
the test data. T~is is done by calculating the average angular error in 
the radial direction and subtracting this error from the nata. This is done 
for ea:h radfal section of the concentrator's test data. The result is a 
corrected random RMS surface error as I function of radfus and an overall 
random RMS value. As part of a ful,1 scale reflector fabrication program, 
the gore t~plate pattern would be modified to remove the first·order systemat~c 
errors. This would be accomplished as shown in Figure 4.4·3. by adjusting 
the gore offsets to correc~ the reflector's local ~ircumferent1al distances 
to those of a perrect parabaloid. 
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Surface error values are given in Figure 4.4·4, for three different cases: 
~enterl1nes only, complete data set, and best quadrart. The centerline.data 
1s for the gores centerlines only. The complete data set was generated by 
tlking measurements every five degrees. One quadrant seemed to have less 
error than others (see Ffg. 4.2-9) so it was evaluated as a third case. 
Numbers given in Figure 4.4-3 are for random RMS with the radial systematic 
error removed. and overall ~1S fncludfng all errors-systematic and randem. 
Figure 4.4-5 shows the random errors as a function of radius. 
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The RMS code also createslf~l. of, test 4ata.w1thtbe radial systematfc 
errors rtmOvediwhfch f~ an Input to the performance model for performance 
predictions. This analysfs Is discussed In SectiOn 5.2. 
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An analysis was performed to evaluate the s1gnificar.:e cf te5~ data uncer-
tainties; the results of this analys1s Ire swrmarized In Tab) .. 4.4-5. 
Hine sources of surface slope error were studied 1n terms of measurement 
errors, misalignment errors and equipment tolerances. An average root 
sum square value for surface slope error uncertainty is estimated to be +0.4 
mrad; which is on the order of tess than 10~ of the computed surface slope 
error values given 1n test data analysiS section (Section 4.4). An estimated 
upper bound on uncertainty 1s +1.8 mrad which 1s believed to be unlikely 
to have occurred. 
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5.0 CONCENTRATOR PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
5. l' Plrformance Ana 1 1S 1 s Model 
Performance, as .. asurecf by nit energy into the reclher aperture, is pre-
dicted with the atd of a discrete ray tracing computer model. The modll 
trlats thl various geometrical, optical. and system parameters that are im-
portant to performance. 8as1c mod,l considerat1?ns ar~ shown in Figure 
5.1-1. A lfst of modeled plrameters is given in Ftgure 5.1·2~ Note that 
the model can use actual data for surface errors or I representative RMS value 
associated with a theoretical Gaussian error distribution of the surface 
slope. 
A comparison with fftlrature data indicates tnat the SEC perfo"'tnance model 
gi'ves results that are comparable with those of other investl"ators. Com-
parison with a model developed by Dr. George Schrenk 1s shown 1n Figure 
5.1-3 (Ref. 2}. In the figure, the interception factors shown rlprl£ent 
the amount of energy wh1ch goes fnto the receiver with respect to the 
amount of energy that 1s incident on the concentrator. 
\ . 
ihe performance model fs based on a discrete fdealfzation of the reflector, 
. . 
outlined in Figurl 5.1-4 a,b,c,d. A grid fs proj.cted onto thl parabolic 
, reflector dividing ft ~nto elements. If actu.l ~urface error test d~tl is 
being input, .ach element r.presents a test data pelnt. The u~it normal for 
each element is rotated according to surface slop. and tracking errors. A 
cone of light representing a uniform intensity solar disk, is simulated ~~ 
equal energy rays clustered around the unit normal. The amount of ener;y in 
t.'e cone fs cettr:a.ined by the solar intensity and the element arel. The 
cone of l1qht is reflected about the rotated unit normal and projected onto 
the receiver aperture grid at the foca1 plane. The computer model prints 
the resulting energy distribution map at the aperture, and computes the 
ratio of energy captured by the aperture to energy into the concentrator 
(interception, factor): 
PIlICEDlNG "~Gt Bt;AN1t NOT rn..MElf 
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Hormal1y. performance is predicted assuming equal cone angles for incoming 
and reflected light. A study was done to determine the effect of an increase 
in reflected cone angle on ~erformance predictions due to non-specular 
reflections. Figure 5.1-5 shows performance comparisons for various cases 
of reflectance and cane angles. The reflectance and added cone angles 
correspond to actual measurements of an aluminized polyester film made with 
the Boeing b1-directional reflectometer. For each case, one curve was generated 
using the perfomance model with a sun cone angle only; "the other curves 
were generated with the reflectance cone angle increment added to t~e sun 
cone angle. These two cases should provide the lower and upper limits of 
the beam spread;ng effect. "As indicated in Figure 5.1-5. the effect of beam 
spreading performance is minimal. A comparison was also made between actual 
surface error data and the representative theoretical ~~S surface error 
value. Net energy is plotted versus the aperture radius/concentrator radius 
ratio for· each case as shawn in Figure 5.1·6. The differences that resulted 
are primarily due to the assumption of a Gaussian normal distribution for the 
theoretical surface err~rs. ihe·actual surface errors are dominated by the 
periodic gore seams and edge mounting in perfections which should be accounted 
for in future theoretical modeling. 
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5.2 Perfonmance Analysis Results 
The following paragraphs describe the results of the performance analyses. 
The effects.of several parameters are studied before discussing the final 
performance predictions. 
Performance of the concentrator is influenced by the enclosure transmittance 
and reflector reflectance. The production design choices arc Kynar for 
the enclosure. and aluminized Melinex 0 for the reflector. The effect of 
transmittance ~~ oerformance is shown in Figure 5.2-1. The specular trans-
mittance of Kynar 15 0.91; based on other studies. the average long-te~ 
effects of soiling could reduce this to about 0.86. The range of ~erformance 
for different reflector film candidates is shown in Figure 5.2-2. Since the 
relative effect on performance is minimal, the choice of reflector material 
-~--':~ 
-, --iit 
~~ 
is based primarily on other film characteristics, such as availability and durability. 
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During Task I, two types of enclosure were cons1dersd. Performance was 
affected by the type of enclosure (fbed or rotating). due to differ,fng 
enclosure diameters. The incidence angle of the incoming light rays to the 
enclosure vary over the enclosure. Enclosure incidence ~ngles are higher at the 
periphery of the reflector, The perforN"ce model treats the transmittance 
losses by a table look up procedure that relates transmittance to local 
incidence angle. Interception factors for the preliminary design enclosure 
size relative to'the reflector diameter is shown in Figure 5.2-3. 
Results frem a sensitivity analysis of aperture axial location, Figur! 5.2-4, 
indicate that the receiver can be supported by conventional steel truss 
structure without performance degradation due to thermal expansion. 
Structural shadowing has a noticeable effect on concentrator performance, 
Figure 5.2-5. Shadowing for the production design is estimated to be 5~. 
, This includes structural members, enclosure seams, reflector seams, and 
Sray.ton unit air supply lines. 
The reflector focal length to diameter was optimized in Task I, as sho~·m in 
Figure 5.2-6. The figure is the result of an aperture optimization pro-
cedure. Net energy into the aperture, incident energy minus the reradiated 
energy, was optimized for each FiO configuration. The optimum FlO data 
plot shows that performance reaches' a plateau at about F/O-O.4 and reaches 
a maximum value at about F/OKO.S. The production design is selected to 
ha'lI 'F ICzO. 5. 
Predicted performance using actual test data is shown in Figure 5.2-7. 
Curves are shown for the complete test data set, and the best quadrant 
data as described p~eviously in Section 4.4. The performance prediction 
for the production design goals of 2 mrad surface error and 2 mrad tracking 
error is in Figure 5.2-8. Figure 5.2-9 gives net energy versus surface and 
tracking errors. This data was developed by an optimization procedure 
similar to that used in the FlO optimization study. Concentrator performance 
fall-off due·to surface and traCking errors is predicted to be small uo to 
respective values of 2 mrad. 
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1.0 COHCEflTRATOR ECOtOue E'/ALUATION 
Conc.ptual d •• tgn. planning and economtc studte. w.r. p.rformed to determine 
.. ss-~roduct1on costs, ltfe C1cl. costs and performance/cost ratings for the 
pr.,iminary concentrator d.sfgn. Thes. studi.s, d.scrtbed in this Slction, 
tnvolved conc.ptual dlsign of a plant (or producing 100.000 units annual~y. 
production cost estimates, ,teld tnStillation and mafntenanc. cost estimates. 
and economic parueter evaluattons. 
5.1 Production Plant 
Thl stlPS followed in the productton plant design arl illustrated in Figure 
6.1-1, these steps are discussed in the following Sictions. 
Thl dlsign approach for thl physica' plant consisted of developing des1gn 
objectives for the building and then relating those objectives to the 
physical plant deSign rlquired to product 100,000 solar concentrators per 
year. These desfgn objectives are lfsted in Figure 6.1-Z. 
. . 
Figu" 8. ,.1. PI.nt 0 .. ,,,, ApptoM:/l 
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• High production rI. goal: 2.1 min/unit 
• 100.000 concenntonlvtlr 
• eompu.r concrollacllUtomation 
• InptOClll qUillty COI)trot 
• LiMIt flow production 
• Uniform containerization 
$ 
I 
. Figurr C 1. ,. t. IIOI.tln, ZDni", 
As showr. in F19ure 6.1.1-1. t.'1 pllnt was divided into two manufacturin9 
.rt'S of d1{ferf~9 ,1t&nliness requir~nts .nd • distribution .rt.. The 
three area~ have support activities of .dministrltion, computer control, 
final storl9t, and shfppin9. In this %on1n9 concept, material receiving/ 
storage, .. tertal preparation, .. nufacturtn9 .ssembly, and packaging for the 
plastic concentrator components wfth clean manufacturing requfrements wert on 
on. side of the common support activitfes while the convention.' manufactur1r.g 
activities for t~e other structural, mechanical and electric.' components 
. 
wert located on ~'e opposite side of the ~uflding. 
." ~ ~-'->'~~ "" ----- ---
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Thts would 11 low I se~ration of Ictfvities thlt would ... t the 
different 'tvels of cltlnliness Ind Illow the raw materials to flow into thl 
'Ictor" on one s1dl, ~ICOIe Issembled within thl butlding. and finally exit 
the ott'er side of the factory IS a sollr conclntrator rudy for shfpping. 
6.1.2 Material Hlndling 
~- . 
, ~,.-. 
.---= ~. 
!:" .. ,-
Cook-Ntwhous. and Associatls. Inc. conductld a preliminary anallsts of thl 
.. tel"f" hand 1 in;. req"fr_n;~s. Their ,nalysts included the sctuar. footagl, 
.. nload1ng, and equipment costs n.eded to support I high speed production rat •• 
In order to have I 100,000 conclntrators per year production rate. a 
comput.r-controlled .. tlrill handling inventory systea was conceptually 
designed. This type of system .xists and is bling used successfully throu;h-
out the manuflc:Uring tn¢ustry IS il1ustrated f~ Figure 6.1.2-1. 
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After selecting the equipment based on the nlture of the ttams betng handled. 
the system would b. programmed to synchronize ~~e receivlng/invtntory/ dis-
tribution of the raw materi.ls .nd plrts with tht production requirements 
of each manuflcturing line all tht way through to plcklgfng and distributfon 
of • solar conctntrltor. 
The rectivlng/inventory/distrlbutlon building are. for r.w materills is dt-
signed for a 30 day Invtntory of materials and parts. Anothlr lS days of 
.. teri.l and parts would bl in transit from suppliers or in production. 
White only tructlng delfvery Is illustrated In our conceptual 1110ut, 
It Is rteomllnded that the factory be located on a rail stdjn;. 
The .ame material handling equipment that distribute. the ~Ittrtll and plrts 
to the manufacturing ltnes will also pick-up the Wlst~ ~~terI11 from thl manu-
facturing areas and dump them In respective wlste hoppers. 
Wlste materials can then be recycled for their salvage vllue .'though the 
volume of waste mattrial . is expected to be very small. . 
The final he1~ht of the building In thts area would be bastd on a st~dy 
to optimize v.rtfca' storage costs versus horizontal building COS~5 as thel 
relate 'to materfll h.ndling equipment cost. 
Building Ireas assoctat.d wfth the containers are stlck.d ccntlfner 
stora,. arias, clelntng and maintenance ar.I, and along the packaging 
lines. Externll'y, on the rlclfving and distribution sid.s of· the building • 
. 
container storage and handling Ireas art provided ontht loading and un ... 
loading docks. 
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Containeriled shipping. as illustrated ~n Figure 6.1.2-2, provides a concept 
for packaging that will facilitate the required high production rate as well 
as provide weather tight transportation and field storage benefits. There-
fore the-development of unifonD containers that will fit on a standard 
4S foot-long tr.ailer will be essential to the manufacturing process. One 
container would pass down one side of the factory and the clean manufactured 
items would be placed in it while a second one would pass da~n the other side 
of the factory and the shop manufactured items would be placed in it~ The 
containers can be color coded for easy identification as to their correct 
side of the factory. The flow of the containers would also be part of the 
, . 
material handling program so that they would phase in with each manufacturing 
line. At the distribution end of the building'a container from each side of 
the factory would be stacked together and then placed on a tru:k trailer. 
With the activation of quick hold-down devices. the trailer, holding two 
containers that are housing the components for one solar .concentrator, would be 
ready for shipping. From the dock the trailer would be towed to a staging 
line ready for connecting to a truck tractor and transported to a field sit!. 
With one solar concentrator per truck/trailer, logistic irventorying and 
monitoring of the concentrator while in transit is very ~~~ple. 
The frequency of truck/trailer departures would be 28 per hour, for 14 hours of 
plant production hours. Since the trailers depart from a staging line, . 
the" truck departures could be ,spread O'ler a 24 hour period. thereby reducing 
the frequency of depar'tures to 16 'per hour. With the high level of truck 
traffic. the demand for punctual departures ""ill require a dedicated truck/ 
trailer transportation system. With the diversity and remoteness of the site 
locations. rail shipments of the concentrators do not seem practical. 
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A returnfng truck w1tl pick up two empty containers and return the trailer 
and containers to a staging line on the receiving side of the factory. 
From thara the trailer is towed over to the building where the containers 
are off loaded by an over-head travel 11ft. then they are depos~ted onto a 
cha1n~drivet liv. roller conveyor and sent into the building for storage. 
From stacked storage the containers are called out as n_eded for production. 
Figure 6.1.2·2 Shipping Cont,inen 
Before entering the manufacturing area the containers pass through 
a car wash type, cleaning environment and then inspected for necessary re-
pairs. 
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6.1.3 Operation Planning 
A basic work sheet was <tevlloped and is shown in Figure 5.1.3-1. this 
sheet allowed ~,e association of all items and components of the solar 
concentrator with the required manufacturing processes of each item or 
component. 
On the left hand stde of the worksheet parts were quantified and identi-
fied. Next the parts were analyzed as relating to activity flows. This 
was broken down i-nto a receiving column that identified if the part/ 
component was a make or buy item. Secondly if the item required qual ity 
control berore being assembled or after being assembled. Next. 
cleaning requir~nts were identified. 
Following that. subass~ubly activities were identified. ihe last three 
considerations of part flow identffied packaging. storage, and shipping 
requirements. Next the worksheet listed part sizes and weights which 
inter-relate with the equipment size and the number of work stations to de-
termine the building area required. 
The production rates per work station were estimated from the tooling design 
and dictated the nu~~er of work stations needed to meet the 100,000 unit/yr, 
quota. Plant production days for a five day work week are'Z50 days, this 
allows for ten holidays per year. Assuming 14 hours Gf production per cay 
that will require the completion of a solar concentratJr every 2.1 minu!es. 
The manloading is divided into three categories; process, maint"enance, and 
material handling. The required process manpower includes personnel for 
tooling, small part assembly, container recycling, ~nd computer control. 
Maintenance manpower will overlap between different toois and will include 
vehicle mechaniCS, electricians, and ~~ta" workers. The manpower needed 
for material handlin~ was estimated by Cook-Newhous~ and Associates. A 
bas ic factory concept ~'1as then developed from the part requirements as 
listed on this worksheet. 
) 
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Figure 6.1.3-2 summarizes the key parts to be manufactured within the factory 
and their plant operational factors. From this operational planning. the 
building area and volume requirement for the maaufacturfng activities 
were detenmined along with tooling requirements • 
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6.1.4 Tooling Concepts and Costs 
The operation planning study identifiec three work stations that can be 
classified IS unique, importlnt to production rate, Ind requiring tooling 
development. 
These fabrication Ireas are: reflector film, reflector support shell 
Ind enclosure. A brief design study was then conducted ·to define the 
respective tooling concepts and related costs. 
Sum bonding fixture 
Ran.ClOt handlin, & 
contour checking fixture 
FigUf, 6.1.~1. R,lI.ctor F,brication Tooling 
The reflector fabrication workstation concept is illustrated in Figure 6.t.4-l. 
and has the following features. Pre-cut gores (cut elsewhere on high-
speed roller die equipment) would be placed on a rotating bonding mandrel 
by a computer-controlled gore manipulator arm. After all gores are 
placed on the mandrel and held by vacuum, a seam bonding tool would be 
. . 
lowered onto the reflector; this tool would apply tape to th! reflector 
seams. A ~and'ing fixture would then be used to (l) 11ft the reflector, 
(2) apply a vacuum to the rear side and (3) hold the reflector for 
a quick laser surfa-ce quality check. Tl'Ie completed ref1ector would then 
be rolled on a c~llapsable shipping mandrel. 
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ihe honeycomb panels for the reflec~or support shell would be fabricated in 
an automated workstation as iHustrated in Figure 5.1.4-2. ihe proce~s 
is envisioned to be continuous. starting with aluminum coil stock and 
kraft paper hobes and ending with bonded and trimmed panels. Forming 
rollers would shape the panels during adhesive bonding and also feed 
the panels past edge trimming routers. 
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.Two methods of enclosure fabrication were studied: thermof~rming ~nd .gore .. 
forming. In the thermoforming method, which is befng.researched in a 
curren! Sandia Laboratories Contract ~or he110stat enclosures (Ref. 4), 
flat plastic sheets would be heated and blown into spherical shape. Figures 
6.1.4-3 and -4 show a split heatir.g chamber tooling cpncept for enclosure 
thermoforming that was identified in previous preliminary heliostat studies 
(Ref .5). The current thermoforming research 15 directed at the developr.len't 
of a process involving blank pre-heating and transfer to a heating chamber 
as illustrated in Figure 6.1.4-5. After blowing, the required side seam and 
edge and door retention beads would be applied in a separate heat sealing pro-
cess and then the completed enclosure would be packaged for Shipmen't. In this 
process, material moves through the workstation in an essentially continuous 
manner. Results from this program will be published in a future report. 
,-
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Figun 6. 1.4·6. Ene/owfl Go,. lcouhedron eonfig:.Jflr!on 
In the gore-forming method. the enclosure would be built up from a number 
of geometric panels. One configuration that results in minimal trim 
scrap is called .n icosahedron (from the Greek word tw. l ~~enty sided 
regular polygon) and is 11 lustratt~1l in Figure 6.1.4-6. This type of enclosure 
would be 'abric4~ed on a rigid rotat~ng mandre' using dual materia' manipu-
lator arms such as shown in Figure 6.i.4-7. The computer-controlled arms 
would cut the gare pieces, position the gores on the mandrel and perform seam 
heat-sealing in a smooth sequence of operations. While on the mandrel, 
automated tooling would also app1y side seams and edge bead reinforcem~nts 
on the enclosure prior to packaging for shipment. 
Based on prototype heliostlt acmes delivered to aoeing by Sheldahl, no 
difficulties are anticipated in packaging the enclosure for shipping. 
Figure 6.1.4-8 shows a concept fOf removal of a completed dome from a 'ab-
rfcation mand;-el; IS the enclosure is pulled into a shipping container, 
rollers would promote gentle folding . 
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rabl. 1.1.4-1 pr.s.nts a .Ulmary of costs.for the two cand~dat. Inclosur. 
fabrfcatfon m.thods. Th. mafn cost driv.r is mat.rill cost which is 
.fpfffCintly diff.rent between the two IIIthodS. The th.raIOfol"'lDld 
MthOcI has high.r cost because of thickn.1S variatfon. In. current 
Slndia Contract (Ref. 4) IEC hIS blown _11 ~nar Ind poly.ster domes. 
Thickness vlriation obs.rved in th.s. SIIl1 exp.rimental domes wa. used 
. 
for thts cost c~rtson study. On this blSis, the th'nl'IOfor=ed production 
enclosures w.re assUlid to have thickn.ss.s of 21 .11 at the bas. and 7 .il 
at the top (wh.r. the ~i .. fills loads occur). Consequently, the th.r-
mofonaing process shows higher mat.ri., cost due to exclss matlrill near thl 
blsi. this _terial IXC.IS is expected to be reduced in future r.search in 
which techniques such IS variable·thickn.ss blanks, controlled local hlating 
Ind Yariabl. blowing op.rations will be studied to .chiev. unifor.l enclosur. 
thickn.ss. 
me alteri.' costs shown in Tebl. 5.1.4-1 are blsed.on mattria1 quantiti.s of 
741 lbs. for thermoforming and 460 lbs. for gore-forming. Mlterial unit 
costs w.r. obtained from ~.stllk. Pllstics Ind Ire $5.00/1b. for th.nno-
forming blanks and $5.oo/1b. for gore-forming film stock (7 mil), the hi;h.r 
unit cost 1s due to SPICill Ixtrusion equfpment needed for the lar~e. 
thick thermoforming blinks. Workstation labOr Ind productfon r.tes 
were dlt!rmfr.td from operation planning, IS discuss.d fn Section 5.1.3. Ind 
the lquipment costs resulted from tooling cost .stimates Similar to those 
d.scribed fn the following pig... Bls.d on the l.rgl difference in total unit 
costs shown in Tabl. 5.1.4-1, the sor.-formed fabrication method was s~1"t.d 
for the production Inclosure and the .. thad assUlllld for tn. follOWing 
tooHng .nd part cost analysis (Sections 5.1.4 and 5.!I.O. 
TIbM 1.1.4-1. TIwmoIorm/nf VM'lUI Go" Forming Comp";"'ffI 
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Thl .Ilection of gorl foraing for the Inclosurl fabrication method r.sults 
from 'Iy.ral considlratton,: 
• 
o N1lr·tlr. anclosur.s would hlY. to be gor,~'ormtd sinct 't 
w111 be tOilt ti. blfore flc11iti.s for thlnllOfonning 15 • 
enclosures will be Ivaillbl •• 
o Slveral vendors haYl indiClted thty haye .xisting capabil1t41S 
to fabricate enclosure, by gorl-fo~tng. 
o Kynar. with tts high .tertl1 untt cost, go.,.rns the total 
.nclosur. fabrtcation cost if thermoforming thtc~n.ss variations 
ar. ISsUlid to occur. 
Th. s.lection of thl th.rmofo".tng process could occur as I relu't of: 
o Progress in current thlrmofo:~:~ng proC.II res.arch to achi,ye 
untfOnl .nclosur. thickness. 
o Furth.r study of.tooling conc.pts and costs. 
o Availability of a low cost. inh.rently stable poly.stlr ,tl • 
.. tertal • 
The tool fabrication Ind installation hours were estimated from the 
prIClding sk.tche. by a loeing tooling estimator. A "wr.p-lround" cost 
rltt of S30/hr. was used to canvert the estimcttd hours into flbriCltion 
In4 tnstallatiOR dol'.rs. ine matertal costs were based on a Ylry1nv 
: of the total fabrication cost. To .stablish these individual percentlges, 
the amount and type of raw material requirld for I t"' .. IS well IS the 
tool sophistication was considered. 
Th •• isc.,laneous d.tails listed in the item column includ •• lectrical 
Ind hydrlulic equipment. As stated the tool d.sign cost WIS calcula~ed 
IS 33: of the total fabricltion cost • 
• 
Cook-Newhous. and Associates, a mltlrials hlndlfng consultant. Inalyztd 
the mat.rfal handling requirements for I production rate of 100,000 
conc.ntrators/Y.lr. Th. cost .sti~ate submItted by Cook-Newhouse Ind 
AS1ociate, was added to the tetal tooling cost. 
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Tooling and plant mattrtal handling equipment costs Ire summarized in 
Tabl'6.1.4-2. The tool ~.brfClt10n and installation hours wtre estimated 
from the preceding sketches by a Boeing Aerospace C~~pany tooling estimator. 
A ·wrap-around" cost rate of S30/hr, was used to convert the estimated 
hours into fabrfcation and installation dollars. The mlterial costs were 
based on a va~fng perclnt of the total fabrication cost. To establfsh these 
individual perClntages, tht amount and type of raw mlterial. r.quired, 
tooling complexity, and 4.;re. of iutomatfon were considered. 
Th. misc.llaneous d.tails itam fnclud.s electrfcal Ind hydrau':~: IQuipment 
needed for the "conventional" metll working workstations. (such IS yoke 
fabrication). A factor of 33~ was used to COVt .. tool desfgn and install.-
tion supervision costs. Materfll handling equiP=lnt WIS I major cost 
item IS discussed in-S.ction 6.1.2. Tnt cost total shown in Tlble 6.1.4-2 is 
the figure for tooling Ind .qufpment used fn the cost anilysis discussed 
in Section 6.4. 
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6.1.5 Plant Layou~ 
The conceptual plant layout shown in Ffgure 6.1.5-1 is the culmination of 
the preceding activities and it :.rings together the interplay of the 
differe~t processes as they relate to the manufacturing production rates. The 
original objective of isolating the manufacturing requiring a clean en-
vironment from standard shop manufacturing is achieved in the conceptual 
layout by the packaging container flow through the plant. On either side 
of the container storage and cleaning area are the material receiving/dis-
tributions area '. e~uired for their associated manufacturing areas. The smail 
. 
parts storage anc dist¥ibutivn area is conceived as less automated than the 
other material hanct1fng areas and also functions as the tool room activity 
for the ~~nufacturin9 areas. 
The clean manufacturing are! is div;ded up into a low bay area of about 
30 feet and a high q!y area of 70 reet. In the high bay area the enclosure 
dome is manufactured in five lines. Adjacent to the enclosure dome area 
is ~~e low bay area where the ref1ector is produced in three lines and the 
v~cuum membrane is produced in two lines. Also cable bundling and the 
pneumatic hoses are assembled on this, side of the factory. Additio'nal 
area is reserved here for equipment repair, circulaiton, and expansion. 
The conventional shop manufacturing area is a l~w bay area also 30 foot 
high. This side of the factory will handle the yoke. tr~ss, and reflector 
shell fabrication. Additional area is also 'reserved on this side of the 
factory for circulation, damaged part repair, and expansion. 
The control area is combined with the office area and located adjacent to 
the shop manufacturing area. From this position there can be visual control 
as well as elettronic control of the manufacturing process. The offices 
are intended to be a two story area lious 1n9 supervis.;on. acmini stration. 
and engineering functions. 
With the quantity of truck and trailer traffic required for the distribu-
tion of the solar concentrators t area on the prop~rty is provided for minor 
trucx/trailer repairs. servicing. and cleaning. 
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6.1.6 Building Cost Summary 
Costs for buUd11ig, land and sfte improvements ara surmtarized in Table 
6.1.6-1. It should be noted that costs do not include tooling and equip-
ment costs which are used along with the building costs. in tne ccst analysis 
section (Sectfon.6.4). 
For a representative site, the plant was assumed to be located in iucson. 
Arizona. Industrial land in Tucson. is currently costing 585,000 to 5110,000 
per acr! depending on how close it is located to the new IBM plant in the 
south-east portion of the city. North-west of the city there is desert 
land that could be developed into a S5 acre site for the factory. This land 
is uRdeveloped and is priced at approximately S85,000 per acre • 
~~ The size of the site is a function of the factory building area, reGuired 
truck and auto parking, and circulation roadways. It is planned for thOe 
trailer parking area to also serve as a temporary water run-off retention 
area. In the cpnceptual site layout, trail er parking on the recei'ling side 
of the building is based on 150 trailers, which allows a five hour shut~do\'m 
of the receiving line. On the distribution side of th~ building, the 
, -
trailer parking is based on handling 14 hours of production without any ship~ 
ments. Including roadways, a rectanglar parcel of land for site development 
would be required. 
The site improvement cost shown in Table 6.1.6-1 was determined by estimating 
parking and roadway areas, security rencing, guard houses, and utility 0 
insta llations. 
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r,bl. Sa 1. S.1. Building Cost Summ,ty 
Item Area Cost 
Sit. land 55 ae $4,675,000 
Sit. improvements 1,642,000 
'Building 
. 
High bays 100,000 sf 8,250,000 
Low bays 632,500 sf 24,114,000 
Subtotal 38,681,000 
Engineer/design (@6%) 2,320,860 
. 
Total cost S41,001,860 
Building costs are based on the cubic feat costs of two some\·/hat similar 
factory buildings currently being constructed by Boeing in the Seattle area, 
The construction cost index for Tucson and Seattle are'relatively close 
with Seatt1~ being a .little higher, so th~t no adjustment was made to the 
Seattle based cost factors. 
ArChitectural and engineering deSign fees for this type of project could 
range from 4~ to 61~ 6: was assumed in the building ccst an!lysis, 
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• 
5.2 Field Installation 
Installation of the concentrators was studied for a typical field of 50 
units. In order to have low field installation costs. the following 
ground rul@s were assumed: 
o Field installation will be done by specialty contractors \-lith 
a minimum of personnel. 
o On-site temporary storage will be provided by the concentrator 
shipping conta" lrs. 
o The concentratol electrical ~nd mechanical components will be 
pre-assembled to the truss and yoke members. 
o The equipment skid will be pre-packaged. 
o Critical reflector assembly operations will be done under temporary, 
clean shelter using special portable fixtures. 
o Temporary shelters will be needed for reflector and enclosure in-
stallations in windy c9nditions. 
o Concentrator functional checkout and controller tracking corrections 
will be done with portable service equipment. 
7~e ~1anned sequence of installation operations are illustrated in Figure 
ita~ized in Tables 6.4-2 and 6.4-3 of the cost analysis section (Sect~cn 6.4). 
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Figu,.. 6.2-2. R,f/,1ctor Fi,ld Asumbly Fixturr 
A critical field operation is assembly of the reflector. Figure 0.2-2 
shows a concept for a portable fixture that will be used for: 
o Reflector support shell assembly 
o Rear vacuum ma~brane installation 
a Reflector film installation 
o Reflector checkout 
The reflector film is installed by first unrolling the part,from a shipping 
mandrel onto vacuum hold-downs. Air actuated grips would then hold th~ 
reflector in proper position while a vacuum ,is drawn behind the reflector. 
Portable laser ral trace equipment would be used to quicklV check surface 
quafity. The reflector would then be fastened to the support shell with a 
heat-seal ing adhesive. A temporary cov~r ca~ then be used to proteI; ': :::·,e 
reflector during movement from the assembly shelter to concentrator 
installation site. 
Because clean and calm conditions ar~ needed for installation of the re-
flec~or assembly and enclosure, a pneumatically stabilized portable shelter 
is included in the field installation plans. The shelter would be,light 
and would be guyed to adjacent foundation pads for st!biliza~;cn against 
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1.3 Maintenance 
-Table 5.3·' showS the maintenance requirements, frequency. and ~ost, for 
a ~oncentrator during its 30-year life. This 1ncludes one enclosure re-
placement. and an average washing frequency of once every 3 weeks. The' 
annual maintenance cost of one concentrator is 5263. The following three 
figures snow the major maintenance requirements being carried out. 
\11M,,,,, \.Int. Ill'"'' c.,., .r " ... ~ol Tot .. ~ s..nIce ~.., ,,~ mid Inel tulllOUI .,I .. n \lftitJ eMU." Mr. eo.. con .......;.. I 
AillIIOtIIY ..,,_ 
110_ I( , 12 12S 
-
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0.11 ..... ~trOil i21 )( 2 2' 71 -
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'0 100 U 
loIoIftoicl~III~ .. I2I )( 2 2. 10 
-
14 '0 '00 ••• 
0Ieclt v"" .. I( .1 • - - • 10 ,00 •• 
.......... 11- X 
•• • - - • '0 ,00 •• 
'1ulUII "'"'lilt X 3 a 10 - .. 11 '00 3.2 
TN" • .,o .......... n 
__ iftttl3t lC 1 t2 2 
-
" 
, 
'00 
" 0-,"'-121 )( 1 '2 I -
" 
I 100 U 
~I )( .. 
" 
I 
-
53 '0 I .27 
1ncIo ..... )( • H 1.21' ,1.1 2,321.i 11 100 71.' l'elleceot eI ... _, cIIMk )( .2 24 
-
11 31 10 100 U 
. 
u,dt .. COftu .. .., )( 
.1 • - - • 3 '00 1.1 WNhoAt tneto ..... lC .» 
" 
1.07 1.42 UI 3 ..... 100 112.1 
TolII.,..,.., "'''''''I''''''' co,~· .. r.il ZtU 
I 60 units/fi.ld 
• Labor rl" S12/hr 
• 30 yll' op.rltionallif. 
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Figure 6.3"1 shows the concept of installing a new enclosure which will be 
done after lS .years. The replacement can be carried out :.l1thout a protective 
shelter during periods of calm, dry \'ieather. 
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Rltracting boom 
Figu,.. 63-2. Sr,yron Unit S,rvicing 
Figure 0.3-2 shews the Brayton unit being removed from the conce~tratcr. 
Once the maintenancQ van has pulled up to the enclosure and the air lock 
seal has been made, the a~cess door can be ramcved. Work can now be carried on 
without loss of pressurization. Work can be carried out during periods of 
inclement weather ~ince 'norkers and equipment are protected from the environment. 
Before the Brayton unit is removed from the concentrator, a cable· will ~e 
placed between the receiver support ring and yoke to prevent the concen-
trator from rotating laOo. 
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Figu,., 6.3-3. Highwty Configur6tlon 
• 
, , 
Figure 6.3-3 shows the concept for washing of the enclesi.wa that was used for 
the cost analys1s. The w~ter recovery system 1s also sh~~n. The spray 
boom fs pfvoted around 'the enclosure by the gear motor at the top. 
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1.500 ,,2 
.0132 pl/ft2 
6.#111.75% recOVtry 
20 min 
3wttks 
1 person. S12/h, 
$60,000 for.wuhing fruck 
Toul WL.hint cost/unit 
• 
$ 1.07 
S4.00 
$1.42 
SI.49 
Tocal y •• rlv WIShing colt/unit $112.50 
-Sandi, cost analysis model 
Using the preceding washing concept. the cost of wash1ns on. enclcsurl for a 
year is 5112.50 IS shown 1n Table 0.3-2. The frequency of washing would 
vary according to weather conditions and the related ~ount of degrada-
tion 1n the enclosure transmittance. 
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. 1.4 Cost Anabsts 
Tht production cost IstfMlte was divided into three categorfes: part 1n-
vtntor,y, fitld installation. and sttt prlparation. An ttem'zed part list 
wa. then prlpared for tach category and pro;rl~d into the microc=m~ter. 
Use of the microcomputer facilitated the cost Inllys1s by g1Y~ng print-cuts 
with thl updated cost tota's after changl' hl~ ~'In ~~de to the programs. 
Figurl 1.4-1 shows the approach that was takln. 
1 
i 
, 
• J 
Figul'l 44- to Production Cost E'titnltl 
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Butline di'Kt COli MAly.i. 
• 100,000 units/Y"r dediC:.1t.d factory 
• Lac. 1878 dolla,. 
• Ditter factory I.bor at Sllhour plul 40% "inVI 
·'mun.don .nd mlinttnlnCl'abor Ie S12lhour 
pluI40% fringe 
• Material eonl biNd on vlndor budget.ry 'Iuoe .. 
lAd comparison to ,:nilar cat.'og h.lTls 
Figuf'l4402 CfJlting Ground Rul. 
A bueline production rat.t of 100,000 units/year wu used in the ·dttaiied 
st~d'y of direct and indirect costs •. ih~ direct l&bor rita of Sa/hr was In 
Iverage of factory labor rates i~ the iucson Ir.l. Installation and ~~in~e­
nine. labor wert placed It SlZ/hr representative of e~nstruction craft 
1abor rlt.s. Cos:s we~e tither vendor quotes or taken frcm s1mi1ar 
cltalog f:~s pro,uced at high ratlS. Figure 6.:-2 summ!r~:.s the cos:ing 
ground rules. 
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TIbI,6.4-11. "'IU Inv,ntory 
RUP'''' CUUtU UttIT \.tllIllIlt 
./UNn 
•••••••• •••••••• •••• 
• •••• f • •••••• 
1 •• (HCI.CIuAl: 00"( 
1.1 '11." 
, 
U" '" t.KS 
0.13 
1.1 uesu\.l.. SCAR , 1 U t.OI 2.00 
1.J a~c IElO .. ton .... o.os 
1.t ACCCSI DA. & "tTINCS , 1 Ii U .... U •• OI 
1.1 a""CC1.11 
1.1 AU". ,.\. T(S"II II \t" II O.US ••• 11 
*.1 TA" .. OtNfS II n. " 1.11 1.01 
2.1 VACUUR "C""AId: 
2.1 COAtCo 'O"tCSTC. II ." I" O.US ..Ot 
2.2 "flC .I.lftfS II So " 0.01 0.111 
t.1 aC,,,CCToa SUfI'OIl, SKCU. 
t.l ufI~ta II,NG II 1 U IG.,. 100.U 
t.a uvU 11,11' II 1 Ii SI.OO 1Il.U 
t.l SlItl.l. uncu II lOIS S, 0.57 I.t' 
t.t 'Alltl. .I011ilrs II 12(4 S.OO 1.00 
t.S TIIUIS .Iouns a IU 1.00 1.00 
t.' lI"'I.£CTOI\ "tG. II o Sf' S.U 0.0$ 
5.0 fAuU 
S.l fIIUS I ""ailS. , .10 IN TS t I-a ,t a .0' 1.SS 
5.2 TIIulS "ltSRS. , JOINTS T 1U IT 1.U o.u 
S.l CIIOSS-Tlt , TIIMI~I.C. T "IT 0.20 o.zs 
Table 6.4-1 at b, and c show the parts ~·nd material costs. The 48 ft en-
closure made of 7 mil Kynar. is by far the largest ccst driver of ~he con-
centrator. It is 37% of the overall part inventory cost. The tracking 
system at $790 is a littie over 12% of the overall ccst. The reflectvr 
support shell t yoke. and truss are the remaining large cost drivers. The 
total cost of all parts and materials is $6,351. 
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r,bl. 6: 4-1 b. P.m InVlntof'1 (Cant) 
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Table 6.4-1c. Pam Invtmrof"/ (cant) 
n.o ENC~OSUII[ A'I STSTt" 
11.1 AU ILOlltll 1 11.2 AI. "UlA SlIrEN G 11.l ClHAUST ULvE 1 11-.t 01'" PIICS. eON'''OL 0 11.5 c .. cell VALI/( 
• 11.' IHLCT I. IHE G 11.7 £,UfAUST LINC 0 
-u •• II1'LCC rOil A:II "III:SSUII' :T ITEIt 
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1~.7 SilIVtL "olin , 
ll.1 'lTUNO str ., 
14 .0 'OUNOU10" 'AIITS 
14 .1 COG( 11,,,0 0 14 .2 PlLII CL""'PS G 
1 U 
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1 U 
10 PT 
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60 n 
Z U 
1 U 
U fT 
30ft 
ItH 
"I fT 
16 fT 
,py 
1 U 
a u 
lEA 
'U 
IS.0 'liAr rON KtC[IV£II ISU""LltO aT ""I., 
lS.1 '~A"ON UNIT 
U.Z lOWE" IIUS 
Tutal COSt • S6,338 
7"!1- __ 
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r.bl.6.4-2. Fi"d Instil/irion CosrslUnit 
o"urrOlf C&rUOII., CIltV TI~e II&U .• ~oSt 
••••••••• •••••••• •••• •••• , ......... 
. 
~Hl'.tMG 'lOll 'lCTOIIY It •• 0 2.S 0., 
,,'\OAO IIArCIIIA'S II 1.0 L.I I.' 
,"SrALL 'OUnOATrO" C •• 0 a.s SU.' 
IHlllL' lOll' .UIIlHO 'LA TE C 1.' 0.5 2.0 CUCT YOIet C J.O 1.0 0.0 
ueCT I.OWU uun "AV c 1.0 1.0 ~ .. 
tHSrA" AlII LtN'S C 1.0 1.1 0.1 
lteCHlrLecr. ItOOl\-It'S C 2.0 1.0 0.' 
UlClIlLe Al'". IHCU. C J •• 1.0 5.0 
tNITlLL VACUUII 1t'~."A"e c 2.0 •• 5 ••• INSfA .... A"LtCTOII c 1.0 1.0 .. ~ 
INSU .. L A"L. covn c I.G o .IS 0.0 
Itove A"L. lSSY. ro IIU: c 1 •• o.n 0.0 
l"sfaLL 1I('l. ASSY. ON UUSS c: J.O o.n 0.0 
tliST ALL T('''. nuss coVeA c 2.0 o.u 0 ~ 
'\,Ace "It". eNCLosuRE COvell c 1.0 O.S 0.0 rHsrA .. , tlicLosu~e c 300 o.s D .0 
lN'LATC EMCLos~"t C 1.0 2.5 0.0 
11(110'11 tMC .. OSUAE C:vEI' c z.o o.u o .a 
'u~O' (NCLOSUlle Atll ~ 1.0 1.0 O.G 
A(:otovC fAun CCvtA C 1.0 o .s o.e 
UtSULL. u"til flUSS 11&1.' C 1.3 z.~ ~.o 
'NSf ALL COUNr(~wEtGKT C a.o 1.0 0.0 
tNSU .. L Uuss &U LUlU c z.o 1.~ 0.0 
IIECII,El.t(. HOOM-UP C a.o 2 • .2 0.0 
,u~ct EIlC:LQtu~t AlII C 1.0 1.0 G.O 
~ElIOV( 1(,," -E'L Covtl C I.' 0.15 ~.o COlllTlOL STITtlt IIOCK.". C t.' O.S 0.0 ALtliN U.t.CKt:'GSTSU" ~ 1.0 l.O 0.0 
-
"U"CTION.&L rUrI:.a c 1.G 1.0 Q.~ 
TotallabOt· 67 hours· S1.126 
Total material cost • 5519 
The results of a study of the necessary opera!ions for installation of 
a concentrator ia the fie1d and the corresponding crew time are shown 
in Table 6.4-2. The study starts with shipment of a concentrator in a 
single container from the factory and goes through reriector assembly, 
enclosufe attachm~nt, and ends with functional testing of the concentrator. 
iotal labor time for installing a concentrator is 67 hours. 
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Shown in Table 6.4-3 are the site preparation costs. The field size is 
approximately 600 ft. x 600 ft. per 50 concentrators. The necessary shelters 
and facil;ties are brought in and set up in the field. After the field 
of concentrators has been completed, these facilities are dismantle~ and 
shipped to another installation site. The itemized costs are for SO units 
while the final labor and material costs are for 1 unit. 
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rib'. 6.4-4. Esrlm,ttd Product/on COlts - 100,000 UnIllIY •• r 
Direct labor 70 
Materials 6,351 
Utilities 15 
Direct production costs 6,436 
Indirect production costs 1,328 
Total production cost 7,764 
Profit (20% return on investment) 71 
Selling price (FOB facto!'y) 7,835 
Table 6.4-4 shows the estimated production costs. The factory produces one 
unit every 2.1 minutes based on 2 shifts per ~ay. The first shift has 64 
people for material hand1i~gJ 45 people far maintenance, and iO people 'for 
the assembly line. The second shift has a lower requirement for material 
handling and maintenance personnel, but the same a~ount of personnel are 
needed for the'assembly line, where each work station requires one person 
for processing. Adding 40% of the tabor cost for fringe benefits, the 
total direct labor cost is $70/unft. The utility cost of 515 was a~rived 
at by dividing the annual utility ccst by the factory output. The direct 
production cost which is the summation of utility, factory labor, and 
ma ~rial costs amounts tq S6436. ihe indirect cost of Si328 takes into 
account the fo'lowing: taxes, insurance, interest, depreciation on cap-
ital investmen s, and operating expenses. With $71 added for profit, 
which is obtained by taking 20% equity on capftal investments, an estimated 
selling price of S7,835 is reached for a production rate of 100,000 uni~s/year. 
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T,!J/, 6.4·5. Uf, Cyel, Cosn 
FOB factory 
Field installation 
Site preparation 
Installed cost 
Maintenance for 30 years 
Lif. cycle cost 
7,835 
1,645 
144 
9,624 
7,886 
17,510 
kWth/S • .0041 
-~-----
The life cycle cost not only depends on the selling price but also the 
planned ma·intenance of the concentrator over 30 years and the installation 
costs. Table 6.4-5 sums up the costs arrived at in the preceding pages. 
To arrive at the kWth/S value of .0041 the average net power into the 
receiver aperture of 71 kW th was divided by the life cycle cost of 517.510. 
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6.5 Economic Analls1s Summary 
Severa' studies were performed to determine the estimated selling prfce 
at varying annual production rates. Th~ results are shown in Figure 6.S-1. 
A study of factory, land, tooling, utilities and labor costs was performed 
at the production rate of 100 per year using a labor intensive factory. 
At this production rate, it was estimated to tlke 70 pepple on tnt first 
shift and 58 people working the second shfft to produce a concentrator 
at the rate of one every two and a half days. Using the same cost analYSis 
that was explained in Table 6.4-4, an esti~.ted selling price of S87,400 
was arrived at for I production rate of 100 unit/year. 
Costs at higher production rates for the tabor intensive factory were 
estimated by applying an improvement curve of 85~ to direct labor rates, 
98~ to material casts, and keeping the same laoor intensive factory but 
increasing the number of lines required. 
Anot~er study was done to determine the selling price of a concentrator 
at a production rate of 10,OOO/year using an automated factory. The re-
sults are shown in Figure 6.5-1. 
A third study was performec to approximate the costs of a unit at various 
prodl,;:tion rates using the manufacturing concept that was expla ined in de-
tail iri ~!ct1~n 5.1. The number of assembly lines were reduced and because 
of this the square footage of factory area ~'/as !1s~ r'!1'Jc!d. n:e result of 
.this study is on the second dotted line ~r. Figure 6.5-1. 
ihe final curve using the preceding three studies as guidel ines sho ... ,s an 
estimated selling price of a low productfo~ ~~del to be eleven times that 
of a high production model. 
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Figure 6.5·2 shows the levelfzed busbar energy costs using 1975 dollars, 
inese values were derived from the computer program provided by JPL. The 
imput variables used in the program are: 
o Plant capacity-
o Annual' operation charges-
o Annual maintenance charge-
o Fuel cost-
o Capital Costs at 
.071 MW 
° 
. $ 156.2 
° 100 units/yraS76,OOO 
1000 units/yr-SZ9,037 
10,000 unfts/yr-S12,OOO 
100,000 units/yraS 9,400 
Capital costs were arrived at by taking the installed cost of the concentr!tor 
and adding on the present value of an enclosure replacement. The cos~s which 
were originally in 1978 dollars were computed to mid 1975 dollars. All 
otn.:" inputs :0 the program were provided by JPL. 
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The BEC design offers a very low cost per unit are. of concentrator. However, 
the efficiency is also reduced, primarily due to the enclosure trans-
mittance loss. The ratio of cost to efficiency is suggested as a reasonable 
melsure of the overall cost effectiveness. USing the installed concentrator 
CO!t (1978 dr~lars) and cerformance based on the sub-scale reflector test 
with systematic errors removed, the computed unit cost/efficiency parameters 
for the preliminary deSign concentrator are: 
r.bl, 6.5- t. Unit Co.rs/EHIcitnC'1 fOf BEC Ccnc.nrnrol" 
al'lle:or Qu.liey Svr"CI t,.,..,,.. lilt Po.er ,"fcllney Un't COl t/E"'c tl"(1 
(1 .. ,.'II:Uloll -"5 .,...0 kW SlltZ 
I I 
s... .s Subseal, rlst 5.52 41.2 0.571 12S. Sf) 
01119" Go.l 2.0 71.0 0.&19 1118.17 
:hese unit cost/efffciency values compare favorably with the goals given 
by JPL in Ref. 7 for pOint focus concentrators. JPL goals and the unit! 
cost/effic1enCl ratio from the JPL goals are: 
r,bl, 6.5-2. JPL Go,'s fOf ConClntfltof Unit Cost/Efficiency 
Yell' EmcfltIC)' Unit Cost U"ft COlt/E"iC!lncy 
1m2 SIHZ 
lMZ 0.90 100·150 111·117 
1985 0.91 70·100 7$.lot 
. 
From a comparison of the computed BEC concentrator performance and the JPL 
goals it is evident that the BEC des~gn meets the 1982 goals using the 
full set of dlt~ obtained in the laser ray trice test. Using the des;g" 
goat for mass production unit! of 2 mrad surface error further improves the 
ccst effectiveness to Just wfthin the r!nge of the JPL 1985 goals. 
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7.0 D£SIGN S£NSIVliY SiUDY 
. 
Studtes'were made to determine effects on wlight and cost of the following 
. . design variations: 
o Difflrent Brayton unit weights 
o ~nar versus UV stabilized poly.ster Inclosurls 
o Reduced Receiver temperature 
o Concentrator s1ze optimization 
The above design variations are reviewed 1n the remainder of this section. 
Other design options were also studied but ~ere found to have I sma" in-
fluenci on performance and costi these options are: 
o Yoke brlcing with outriggers hiving rollers on the foundation 
o Elevation axis shifted forward allowing self-balancing without 
use of I counterweight. 
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7.1 Brayton Urlit Weight Variation 
A variation of Brayton unit wetvht results in proportiona' chanves in counter-
weight and nearly proportional chlnve, in truss and yoke weights. The re-
flector assembly and rema1nfnv miscellaneous cov1nv we1vht will be essentially 
unchanged. A summary of we1vht and cost changes relative to the besel1ne 
pr.'tm1nl~Y deii;n ir! shown in Tabl. 7.1-1. 
TMJI, 1. I. t. W'ightlCosr S.nlitrlity to S"ycon Unit Wligllt 
R.lative .n9in.I' 
r.ceiver weicht 0.1 1.0 1.21 
Engine/rec.iv.r 82.5 ~b 825 1,000 
Coun tlrweigh t 82.5 825 1,000 
Refle.ctot lilY 808 808 808 
Ttuss 375 658 773 
,Yoke 518 908 1,044 
Mile 336 336 338 
Tota' moving weight 2,202 Ib 4,360 4,961 
Szructur.' we;ght change -8731b O. +251 
Suuclural con change -SS05 O. +188 
• SO. 751lb 
100 
2.0 
1,CSO 
1,650 
808 
1,272 
1,568 
336 
7,284 
1,274 
t956 
. ! 
.A 
~- -
r -
t 
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Kyna, UV tllb'. poIYllter 
lnida' fabrication 
Enclosure mare,la' COlt 2.211 571 
DiscoUftced 
R.placement mlurial con 1.408 368 
Total capital in¥tltmtnt 
-
. ptftlnc wllu. $3,819 $948 
. 
Cost difference 52,&73 
7.2 Enclosur. ~lter1als 
Tabl. 7.2-1 lists ~nar Ind UV stabilized polyester enclosure costs cased 
on current material pricls and discounted materiel cos:s 'or I C~4n 
field replacement period of 15 yurs. The cost Idvantav' of stlbi1f%ld 
polyester film is significant. Thii advantage has motivated It lelst one 
major producer, lCI Americas, to have In on-~ofng R&D progrtm with the goal of 
producing an inherently stable polyester film. BEC currently hiS pol J lster 
film s~ples frDQ [~l und~rgofng testing at the Desert Sur.sh1ne iest Faci11!, 
in Arizona. ~esu1ts from t,ts testing, i' favorable, may havi an impact 
on future ,election of enclosure ~lter1al. 
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7.3 Reduced Receiver Temoerature 
With a decrtase in reclivlr temperlturt the net energy to the rlclivlr 1', 
incre.std along with thl OPtimum aperture'diamttlr IS shown in F19ure 7.3-1. 
Altlrnately, for tht same net energy into the ap.rture, the r.fleeter Sur-
faci error could be &11ow.d to 1ncre.il. As shown.1n Tabl. 7.3-1 the lur-
flct trror of the production design conc.ntrator could tncrtlse about 
1 .rad, and still have the SImi net energy with tht lower rIC.ivI' temperature. 
The effect on eeoncm~cs of the lower receiver tem~traturt could be exam1ntd 
in sevlral wa,s: 
o The higher allowable concentrator surface error for the 1200=, 
rlCltvlr could permit l~Nlr cost 'abrication of the reflec!ive 
surface. At prlsent, t~e productton cost variation ..,1 th sll!"f.ce 
quality cannot be cefined. However, with aut:mlted mass ~I"O­
duction, imL'act o! surface qua1 ity on cost of the reflectf"e 
surface is expected to be very s~~11. 
o With the same surface error, the c~ncentrator size could be re-
duced for the lower receiver temperature, to prodUCt the same 
net energy. From the cases analyzed (Ffgure 7.3·1), the con-
centrator arel is reduced 7.4 percent with the lZOO-F t~ptr!tur., 
The concentrator d1ameter would dlcrease from 13 m te 12.5 m, 
and the lffe eyele cost would decrease from 517,500 to 515,200. 
ThlSI reductions 1ncrease the tner;y cost parameter from .0041 
kWth!S to .OO~4 kWth!S. and reduce the Sus Baf £nel"9Y Cost frem 
9.63 m11ts/kWth to 8.87 mills/kWth • 
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Ts!:J/e 7.3-1. Reducsd Rgceiver TempeuwJre· 
Receiver temp (oF) 
Surface error (mrad) 
Optimum aperture diameter 1m) 
Net energy (kIN) 
13m concentrator (15 nI dam':!) 
No trat;king error 
1,700 
2 
.2002 
73,968 
Receiver and structural sharJowing illclucleu 
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7.4 Concentrator Size Optimization 
The eost data base developed for the preliminary concentrator design was 
, -
used. together with cost trade data from Task I. in a concentrator size 
optimization study. Data from Task I for 7.6. 11,14 and 17 m (lS. 36. 
46. and S6 ft.) diameter reflectors were-related to the baseline prelfminarJ 
designs. Updated selling prices. installation costs. maintenance costs 
and 11fe cycle costs were then computed. For perfor.nance predicted for 
concentrators having 2 mrad surface and tracking errors. the pe~formance/ 
unit lire cycle cost perameter (k~th/S) is maximized over a range of diameters 
from 9.7 to 14 m (32 to 46 ft.) 'as sho\'1n in Figure 7.4-1. The corresponding 
levetized bus bar energJ cost becomes a minimum for a reflector diameter of 
about 13 m (42.7 ft.). It is interesting to note that the 13 m diameter 
is less than the optimum size determined in Task r which was 15 m (without 
sh'ipping constra int imposed). rnis reduction in optimum size is primarilJ 
due to the increased cost of the Kynar enclosure compared to the polyester 
enclosure specified earlier. Thus i,t was found that the optimum concentrator 
diameter is sensitive to material c~sts and, its final value depends on the 
outcome of subseGuent detail design features and vendor developments. 
kWu'!S 
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS 
The objectives of this program were to: 
o Optimize ~he concentrator design parameters for maximum 
solar energy collected per concentrator unit cost 
o Develop a preliminary design 
~ - -- { = - - - • -
o Investigate the manufacturing, installation, and maintenance 
of the concentrator 
o Predict the costs for mass production 
In fulfilling these objecti'les, a preliminary design \'Ias developed for a . 
low cost point focus solar concentrator having an ultra-light 13 m diameter 
pneumatically stabilized plastiC film reflector. Conclusions from the 
program are summarized below: 
The pneumatically stabilized concentrator design concept is mass-procucible 
at low cost and offers high energy collection per unit concentrator cost. 
Low cost is achieved by overall low concentrator weight made possible by 
use of a clear plastic film enclosure that shields the concentrato~ from 
wind, dust and other environmental stresses. 
Technical viability and prototy?e fabrication methods for the thin para-
boliodal aluminized polyester film reflector were demonstrated by the building 
and testing of a subsca1a 4.3i m Qiameter reflector. Techniques for forming 
and mounting the reflector uSinS inexpensive tooling were de'/eloped. The 
results of laser r.ay trace testing,. involving a scan of 1728 reiiector 
points, show that a surface slope quality of 5.52 mrad ru~s ~ith systematic 
. errors removed was achieved with this first large sca1e trial reflector. 
Based on previous experience in a Sandia Laboratories program (Ref.3) 
an evaluation of the test reflector, improved perfor'T!!!"-:'! ':Iculd be obtained 
in further fabrication and testing at this refiector size. Hith production 
toolinq, reflectors having installed surface slope errors of 2 mrad RMS 
are feasible. 
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A plant design was conceiYed fer mass production of 'OO,~OO concentrator 
units per )lear at a rate of 2.1 units per hour, operating at 2 shifts per 
day.' The plant design study resulted in a facility having 732,500 sq. ft. 
floor area. S41 m111fon bufldfngand site cost and S25 million tooling and 
equipment cost for a total capital investment of $66 million. 
Highly automated tooling and material handling concepts are needed to . 
realize high plant production rates. Sophisticated tooling concepts were 
identified for the critical reflector and enclosure fabrication wo~kstations; 
these tooling require development before high production rates can be 
achieved. Enclosure fabrication must be studied in detail conSidering 
forming technique, film selection. polymer costs and automated tooling 
trade-offs. While a gore·formed Kynar enclosure concept \-/as selected to 
determine enclosure part costs in this program. developments in current 
research in thermoforming of enclosures are expected to reduce Enclosure 
costs. 
-The concentrator can be qufck~y erected in the field from contai~erized 
pre-assembled concentrator parts. A critical field operation is reflector 
assembly which would be done on port~ble precision fixtures under shelter. 
Temporary. shelter will be required during reflector and enclosure installation 
in windy conditions. 
An analysis of maintenance requirements over a 30 year lifetime indicateS 
~.,ashing of the enclosure will be a major 1 ife-cyc1e cost component fo1lo\'i~d 
by enclosure replacement programmed at 15 years. ~ashing could be done with 
a mobile \'Iashing truck trave·l ing from field to field. Maintenance of the 
concentrator in the inflated enclosures would be done using portable 
service equipment having air locks. 
Based on analysis of production, field installation and mainteMnce costs, 
the concentrator's estimated selling price based on 1978 dollars is 57835 
(SS9/ro2) FOB facto'ry at an 3nnual production of 100,000 units. Installed 
concentrator cost. including related construction site and equip~ent costS, is 
S9624 {S73/m2). With life cycle costs considered, including maintenance, 
the concentrator cost is S17,SiO (S132/m2). 
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Optimum mass-produced concentrator size was determined to be a reflector 
diameter of 13 m with an optimized aperture diameter of 0.228 m and F/O 
of 0.5. At this size. the concentrator design is predicted to have a net 
energy collection of 71 kWth for an 1nsolatio~ of S~O W/m2, 2 mrad ~1S 
surface slope error and 2 mrad RMS tracking error. 
In terms of concentrator unit cost/efficiency. the concentrator has an 
installed cost/efficiency ratio of S125.50/m2 for a reflector surface 
quality of 5.52 mrad ~4S (representing the full subseale test reflector 
with systematic errors removed) and Sl08.1i/m2 for the 2 mrad RMS surface 
design goal. These ratings compare favorably ... lith JPL's goals for concen-
trator costs of S100 to 150im2 (5111 to 167/m2 when factored for efficiency) 
fer 1982. 
The concentrator'S performance/cost rating can be improved in several 
ways. Success in current vendor research on inherently stabilized polyester 
film would result in large initial concentrator cost savings. Also, 
reduction in enclosure film cost and/or ',-lashing costs wou1d significantiy 
reduce life cycle maintenance costs. 
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APPENOIX 
Preliminary Design Ora\'1ings 
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